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U,%1#*%!/*0,"-%&"(9-"&&*&Ȃs +-)(?<,&(9-"&&*&Ȃs generosity, my experience in 
Harvard GSEȂs Ed.L.D. program may not have been possible. A*6"(9*F"-!+-)!






















































































ȃOur vision of instructional improvement depends heavily on 
2/#2</!8/,-C!K,<<,-C!%#!%+R/!%1/!,-,%,+%,@/L!%#!%+R/!&,0R0L!+-)!%#!%+R/!
&/02#-0,8,<,%:! '#&! %1/90/<@/0L! '#&! 0%*)/-%0L! +-)! '#&! /+$1! #%1/&4!!
`#*! #-<:! C/%! %1,0! R,-)! #'! &/0*<%! K1/-! 2/#2</! $*<%,@+%/! +! )//2!
personal and professional respect and caring for each other… !
>1/!K#&0%!2+&%!#'!8*&/+*$&+$:!,0!%1/!)/1*9+-,M+%,#-!,%!8&,-C04!U/!
%&:! %#!$#99*-,$+%/! %1+%!2&#'/00,#-+<,09L!+-)!K#&R,-C! ,-!+!0$1##<!
0:0%/9L! ,0! -#%! +! -+&&#K/)! @/&0,#-! #'! <,'/^! ,%! ,0! <,'/! ,%0/<'L! +-)! ,%!
01#*<)! %+R/! ,-%#! +$$#*-%! %1/! '*<<! &+-C/! #'! 2/&0#-+<! @+<*/0! +-)!
feelings that people have.Ȅ!3(<9#&/!a!S*&-/:L!GbbHL!224!GFQGG5!
D-%1#-:!D<@+&+)#!01+&/)!%1/!+8#@/!@,0,#-!%K/-%:!:/+&0!+C#L!&/'</$%,-C!#-!1,0!
experience as an instructional superintendent in New York CityȂs public schools. 
Though AlvaradoȂs reflections and aspirations were from ŗşşŝ, they remain just 
+0!$#-%/92#&+&:!+-)!&/</@+-%!,-!EFGH4!
D!$/-%&+<!'#$*0!'#&!/)*$+%,#-!</+)/&0!,0!%1/!#-C#,-C!,92&#@/9/-%!+-)!
enhancement of the ȃinstructional coreȄ!36,%:L!(<9#&/L!V,+&9+-L!a!>/,%/<L!EFFbL!!
24!WW^!61,<)&/00L!(<9#&/L!A&#009+-L!a!c,-CL!EFGGL!24!E5!ȯthat is, ȃthe interactions 













2&#N/$%!0,%*+%/)!+%!J"(Pȯȃa global design and innovation firmȄ!3EFGHL!2+&+4!G5ȯ
and executed through The Teachers Guild ǻone of IDEOȂs entrepreneurial 














IDEOȂs experience in the education sector!,-),$+%/)!%1+%!,--#@+%,#-!9+:!8/!
02+&R/)!2&#)*$%,@/<:!8:!/-C+C,-C!/-%/&2&,0,-CL!K/<<Q$#--/$%/)L!,-'<*/-%,+<L!/+&<:!
@,0,#-+&,/0!3=#C/&0L!EFFZ^!A&+-#@/%%/&L!GbHW54!D0!J"(P!3EFGY$5!+02,&/0!%#!




that serve the preponderance of our nationȂs childrenǱ public education !
+C/-$,/0L!&/2&/0/-%,-C!+!0#$,#/$#-#9,$+<<:!+-)!&+$,+<<:!),@/&0/!2#2*<+%,#-!#'!











of education innovations may be enhanced by bolstering educatorsȂ capacity for 


















#'!0:0%/90!+-)!$#-%/-%4!>1,0!$+20%oneȂs strategic project demonstrated that 
%/+$1/&0!+&/!2+&%,$*<+&<:!1*-C&:!'#&!0*22#&%,@/L!/-C+C,-CL!%&*0%,-CL!&/<+%,#-01,20!
K,%1!'/<<#K!$#<</+C*/04!7uch relationships are prerequisites for the kind of ȃdeep 
personal and professional respect and caringȄ that Alvarado envisioned, which 














x ȃLocationsȄ ǻgeographic places such as San Francisco and TokyoǼǲ!
x ȃStudiosȄ ǻby industry, such as the ȃFood Studio,Ȅ or by topical initiative, 
such as ȃDesign for ChangeȄǼǲ!
x ȃCreative products and services,Ȅ such as CoLab and IDEO Uǲ and!
x Internal functions ǻsuch as legal, office ȃexperience,Ȅ and marketing and 
$#99*-,$+%,#-054!
D0!#'!7/2%/98/&!EFGYL!J"(P!/92<#:/)!&#*C1<:!Y\F!,-),@,)*+<0!+$&#00!-,-/!
locations and several ȃcreative products and servicesȄ ǻD. Strong, personal 
$#99*-,$+%,#-L!P$%#8/&!GYL!EFGY54!D0!+!2&,@+%/<:!1/<)L!'#&Q2&#',%!$#92+-:L!
IDEOȂs revenue and profitability metrics are not publicly disclosed.!
"/0,C-!'#&!./+&-,-C!is an IDEO studioǲ ȃa center of excellence focused on 
work for the education sectorȄ ǻA. Diefenthaler, personal communication, !
;+&$1!EL!EFGH54!.+*-$1/)!,-!EFGZ!+-)!</)!8:!2+&%-/&!7+-):!72/,$1/&L!"X.!8*,<)0!













scaffold educatorsȂ creativity and innovation. Further, while %1/!"/0,C-!'#&!
./+&-,-C!0%*),#!,0!#&C+-,M/)!2&,9+&,<:!+&#*-)!$#-0*<%,-C!2&#N/$%0L!,%!+<0#!9,&&#&0!
IDEOȂs broader exploration of ȃcreative products and services.Ȅ As with IDEO, 















This capstoneȂs strategic proje$%!K+0!0,%*+%/)!,-!>1/!>/+$1/&0!A*,<)!+-)!
the Design for Learning studio. The strategic projectȂs focus K+0!%#!2<+-!'#&!!
The Teachers GuildȂs growth and extend the resulting lessons to "X.4!>1/!,-%/-%!
#'!%1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%!K+0!%#!/-1+-$/!+-)!9+O,9,M/!%1e GuildȂs and DŚLȂsȯ!
! W!








studios, ȃcreative products and services,Ȅ and internal functions.!
!




Innovation in Educational Discourse 
c+-%/&!3GbWZ5!defines innovation as ȃthe process of bringing any new, 
2&#8</9Qsolving idea into use… Innovation is the generation, acceptance, !







;/1%+L!EFGX^!U+C-/&L!EFFW5!ǻi.e., a ȃ)//2/&!<earningȄ approachǼǲ!
x U#&R2<+$/Q/98/))/)L!$+&//&Q'#$*0/)!/O2/&,/-$/0!%1+%!9+R/!/O2<,$,%!+-)!
9#)/<!'#&!:#*-C!2/#2</!%1/!2&+$%,$/0!+00#$,+%/)!K,%1!/$#-#9,$!0*$$/00!
3[+%1K+:0!%#![&#02/&,%:!_/%K#&RL!EFGX5!ǻi.e., an ȃeconomic accessȄ 
+22&#+$15^!
x ;#&/!&/2&/0/-%+%,@/!+-)!/92#K/&,-C!0$1##<!/O2/&,/-$/0!'#&!:#*%1!#'!



















for ȃbreakthrough innovationȄ!32+&+4!G5!of ȃfundamentally new learning 
environmentsȄ!32+&+4!Y5^!
x X4F!7$1##<0!3EFGY5!offers programs for ȃpeople dedicated to building the 
future of schoolȄ!32+&+4!E5^!+-)!
x ./+&-.+*-$1!3EFGY5!#''/&0!+!0%+&%Q*2!+$$/</&+%#&L!$#QK#&R,-C!02+$/L!+-)!+!








result hits are observed for the search terms ȃinnovation in businessǲȄ only about 
XYFLFFF!&/0*<%!1,%0Z!are observed for the search terms ȃinnovation in educationǲȄ 
+-)!#-<:!+8#*%!ZWLFFF!&/0*<%!1,%0!+&/!#80/&@/)!$#<</$%,@/<:!'#&!%1/!0/+&$1!%/&90!
ȃinnovation in KQŗŘ education,Ȅ ȃinnovat,#-!,-!/</9/-%+&:!/)*$+tion,Ȅ and!
ȃinnovation in secondary education.Ȅ These are orderQ#'Q9+C-,%*)/!),''/&/-$/0!
,-!<,%/&+%*&/!$#@/&+C/!8/%K//-!%1/!/)*$+%,#-!0/$%#&!+-)!%1/!8*0,-/00!0/$%#&L!
lending further significance to this capstoneȂs essential question. !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!









%/+$1/&s may exchange ȃoccasional advice and sharing of anecdotesȄ about !
their professional practice, ȃthe act of teaching within a selfQ$#-%+,-/)!
classroomȄ results in teachers being ȃisolated from colleaguesȄ and ȃf#0%/&0!
conservatismȄ 324!E\X54!?/00!3EFG\85!notes that ȃthe accumulated rules, routines, 
habits, and normsȄ of school practices and relationships are tantamount to 
ȃabject professional isolation!e'#&!%/+$1/&0] for seven hours a dayȄ 324!ZW54!!
This manifests in ȃU.S.!%/+$1/&0!02/-)e,-Cf!</00!%1+-!',@/!2/&$/-%!#'!%1/,&!%,9/!



















range of public school teachersȂ practice. For example, accountability systems at 
%1/!'/)/&+<!</@/<!3/4C4L!_#!61,<)!./'%!S/1,-)!D$%5!+-)!0%+%/!</@/<!3/4C4L!'&#9!0%+%/!
/)*$+%,#-!+C/-$,/0!+0!2/&!%1/!(@/&:!7%*)/-%!7*$$//)0!D$%5!2<+$/!/O%/&-+<!
2/&'#&9+-$/!$#-0%&+,-%0!#-!2*8<,$!0$1##<!%/+$1/&sȂ professional practice 3T-,%/)!
7%+%/0!(O/$*%,@/!P'',$/!#'!%1/![&/0,)/-%L!EFG\54!D%!%1/!<#$+<!</@/<L!$#<</$%,@/<:!




A Framework for Instructional Improvement 
U1,</!,--#@+%,#-!#''/&0!/-$#*&+C,-C!2#%/-%,+<!'#&!%1/!/)*$+%,#-!0/$%#&L!
</+)/&0!9*0%!8/!+%%/-%,@/!%#!%1/!$#1/&/-$/!#'!0*$1!,--#@+%,#-04!U,%1#*%!$#1/&/-%!
,-%/C&+%,#-!,-%#!<#$+<!$#-%/O%0L!innovations may result in ȃChristmas tree 
0$1##lsȄȯ01,-:!#&-+9/-%0!+)#&-,-C!+-!/)*$+%,#-+<!%*"*&%!K&(ȯ&+%1/&!%1+-!
)//2L!<+0%,-CL!0*0%+,-+8</!$1+-C/!3S&:RL!7/8&,-CL!c/&8#KL!=#<<#KL!a!(+0%#-L!
GbbWL!24!GEZ54!>he Coherence Framework of Harvard UniversityȂs Public 

















J-!V,C*&/!G, the PELP Coherence Framework identifies ȃcultureȄ and 




Teacher Self-Efficacy and Agency 
D0!%1/0/!$*<%*&+<!+-)!0%&*$%*&+<!$#-0,)/&+%,#-0!$#92#*-)!,-!-*98/&L!
0%&/-C%1L!+-)!2&/0$&,2%,#-L!%eachersȂ professional practice may feel increasingly 
constrained both by rule and in spirit. This may attenuate public school teachersȂ 
0/-0/0!#'!0/<'Q/'',$+$:!+-)!+C/-$:4!
In this capstoneȂs context, selfQ/'',$+$:!+-)!+C/-$:!+&/!$#-0,)/&/)!
0:-#-:9#*0<:!%#!represent oneȂs perceived ability to take actions that achieve 
2+&%,$*<+&!)/0,&/)!#*%$#9/04X!S+-)*&+!3GbHH5!$<+&,',/0!%1/!),0%,-$%,#-!8/%K//-!
#*%$#9/0!',)!%,!+-)!0/<'Q/'',$+$:]!
ȃOutcome and efficacy expectations are diff/&/-%,+%/)L! 8/$+*0/!
,-),@,)*+<0! $+-! 8/<,/@/! %1+%! +! 2+&%,$*<+&! $#*&0/! #'! +$%,#-! K,<<!
produce certain outcomes… [but] the strength of peopleȂs 





0/<'Q/'',$+$:!9+:!8/%%/&!)/0$&,8/!.#*,)#"/!0/<'Qperceptions of oneȂs capability, whereas 





teachersȂ senses of agency positively ǻi.e., capabilityQ/O2+-),-C5!+-)!-/C+%,@/<:!
3,4/4L!$+2+8,<,%:Q&/)*$,-C5]!
ȃ[A]long with being the resources necessary to sustain teaching and 
</+&-,-C!+$%,@,%,/0L!%1/!0%*''!#'!e/)*$+%,#-+<f!&/'#&9!+<0#!0/&@/0!+0!+!
9/),+%,-C! 0:0%/9! %1+%! +''/$%0! %/+$1/&! ,)/-%,%:L!K1,</! +<0#! $&/+%,-C!
%1/!$#-),%,#-0!'#&!%1/!K+:0!%/+$1/&0!$+-!%/+$1!,-!0$1##<04!DC/-$:!,0!
%1*0! +''/$%/)! 8:! &/'#&9! ,-! 2+&%! +0! ,%! $#9/0! ,-%#! ,-%/&+$%,#-! K,%1!
teacher identity.Ȅ 324!bGY5!
Bandura then makes plain the implications for teachersȂ 2&#'/00,#-+<!2&+$%,$/]!
ȃJudgments of selfQ/'',$+$:!+<0#!)/%/&9,-/!1#K!9*$1!/''#&%!2/#2</!
K,<<!/O2/-)!+-)!1#K!<#-C!%1/:!K,<<!2/&0,0%!,-!%1/!'+$/!#'!#80%+$</0!
#&! +@/&0,@/! /O2/&,/-$/04!U1/-! 8/0/%!K,%1! ),'',$*<%,/0! 2/#2</!K1#!
/-%/&%+,-!0/&,#*0!)#*8%0!+8#*%!%1/,&!$+2+8,<,%,/0!0<+$R/-!%1/,&!/''#&%0!
#&! C,@/! *2! +<%#C/%1/&L!K1/&/+0! %1#0/!K1#! 1+@/! +! 0%&#-C! 0/-0/! #'!
/'',$+$:!/O/&%!C&/+%/&!/''#&%!%#!9+0%/&!the challenges.Ȅ 3GbWEL!24!GEZ5!
ȃThose who persist in subjectively thre+%/-,-C!+$%,@,%,/0! %1+%!+&/! ,-!
'+$%! &/<+%,@/<:! 0+'/! K,<<! C+,-! $#&&/$%,@/! /O2/&,/-$/0! %1+%! &/,-'#&$/!
%1/,&! 0/-0/! #'! /'',$+$:L! %1/&/8:! /@/-%*+<<:! /<,9,-+%,-C! %1/,&!
)/'/-0,@/! 8/1+@,#&4! >1#0/! K1#! $/+0/! %1/,&! $#2,-C! /''#&%0!
2&/9+%*&/<:!K,<<!&/%+,-!%1/,&!0/<'Q)/8,<,%+%,-C!/O2/$%+%,#-0!+-)!'/+&0!
for a long time.Ȅ 3GbHHL!24!GbX5!
!

















?/00!3EFG\+^!EFGZ+5!identifies teachersȂ latent ability to shape their 
2&#'/00,#-+<!2&+$%,$/ȯ)/02,%/!%1/!9*<%,%*)/!#'!/-$&#+$1,-C!,-'<*/-$/0ȯ!
as ȃcageQbustingȄ teaching and school leadership. Hess!#80/&@/0]!
ȃIt is true, as wouldQ8/!&/'#&9/&0!#'%/-!+&C*/L!%1+%!0%+%*%/0L!2#<,$,/0L!
&*</0L! &/C*<+%,#-0L! $#-%&+$%0L! +-)! $+0/! <+K!9+R/! ,%! %#*C1/&! %1+-! ,%!
01#*<)!8/!'#&!0$1##<!+-)!0:0%/9!</+)/&0!%#!)&,@/!,92&#@/9/-%!+-)L!
K/<<L! </+)4!?#K/@/&L! ,%! ,0!+<0#! %1/!$+0/! %1+%! </+)/&0!1+@/! '+&!9#&/!
'&//)#9!%#!%&+-0'#&9L!&/,9+C,-/L!+-)!,-@,C#&+%/!%/+$1,-CL!</+&-,-CL!
+-)!0$1##<,-C!%1+-!,0!K,dely believed.Ȅ !3EFGZ8L!2+&+4!G5!
ȃTeachers can have enormous effect on policy without! 1+-C,-C!
+&#und statehouses…Ȅ 3EFG\$L!24!YE5!
ȃCageQ8*0%,-C! ,0! +! $#92</9/-%! %#! C&/+%! $<+00&##9! %/+$1,-CL! -#%! +!
0*80%,%*%/!'#&!,%4!>/+$1/&0!$+C/Q8*0%!0#!%1+%!%1/:!$+-!02/-)!</00!%,9/!
,-! )*<<! 9//%,-C0! +-)! 9#&/! %,9/! </+&-,-C! '&#9! $#<</+C*/04!!
>1/:! $+C/Q8*0%! 0#! %1+%! %1/:! 02/-)! '/K/&! 9,-*%/0! K+%$1,-C!
0%*)/-%0!<,0%/-!%#!+--#*-$/9/-%0!+-)!9#&/!%,9/!,-'*0,-C!0%*)/-%0!
K,%h their passion.Ȅ 3EFG\8L!24!Zb5!
! GH!




of entry for innovation may be educatorsȂ senses of selfQ/'',$+$:!+-)!+C/-$:4!
>K#!0//9,-C<:!),02+&+%/!2+&+<</<0ȯ#-/!'&#9!$1/9,0%&:L!+-)!+-#%1/&!
'&#9!2#<,%,$+<!#&C+-,M,-Cȯcan clarify an appeal to educatorsȂ selfQ/'',$+$:!+-)!
agency. First, the field of chemistry offers the concept of ȃactivation energy.Ȅ 
g*9)+1<!+-)!g*9)+1<!3EFGF5!define activation energy as ȃthe threshold 
energy… that must be overcome to produce a chemical reaction.Ȅ In som/!
chemical reactions, ȃa certain minimum energy is requiredȄ for reactants to !
ȃȁget over the hillȂ so that products can formȄ 324!\YY54!.#K/&,-C!%1/!+$%,@+%,#-!
/-/&C:!'#&!+!2+&%,$*<+&!&/+$%,#-!&/)*$/0!%1/!8+&&,/&!%#!0%+&%,-C!%1/!&/+$%,#-L!
,-$&/+0,-C!%1/!<,R/<,1##)!#'!%1+%!&/+$%,#-!%+R,-C!2<+$/4!U/!9,C1%!$#-0,)/&!2*8<,$!
school teachersȂ propensity to innovate as a sort of ȃreactionȄ with its own 
+$%,@+%,#-!/-/&C:]!%1/!02+&R!&/B*,&/)!%#!9#@/!+!%/+$1/&!'&#9!0%+0,0!%#!+$%,#-4!
>1#0/!+02,&,-C!%#!'#0%/&!,--#@+%,#-!,-!/)*$+%,#-!9,C1%!%1/&/'#&/!$#-%/92<+%/!
how to lower teachersȂ activation energy for novel explorationsȯ8:!<#K/&,-C!
teachersȂ activation energy for creative activities, education leaders 9+:!,-$&/+0/!
%1/!<,R/<,1##)!#'!%/+$1/&Q)&,@/-!,--#@+%,#-4!
D0!+!0/$#-)!2+&+<</<L!2#<,%,$+<!#&C+-,M/&!;+&01+<<!A+-M!3EFGG5!!




ȃOne of the biggest inhibitors [to action] is %,/46$(&L*M!J!$+--#%!)#!,%4!
[/#2</!<,R/!9/!$+--#%!)#!,%4!U/!+&/!-#%!B*+<,',/)L!+-)!0#!#-4!U1/-!





not what they cannot do.Ȅ!324!EHbL!/921+0,0!,-!#&,C,-+<5!
Ganz encourages activists to develop peopleȂs senses of selfQ/'',$+$:!+0!+!9/+-0!
%#!$+%+<:M/!+$%,#-4!U1,</!+$$#*-%+8,<,%:!2&/00*&/0L!2/&'#&9+-$/!$#-0%&+,-%0L!!
and labor agreements may focus teachersȂ attention on what they may #(*!)#L!!
an entry point for innovation in education may be simply to reframe teachersȂ 
2/&02/$%,@/0!#-!K1+%!%1/:!1"#!)#!%#!8*,<)!,-,%,+<!9#9/-%*94!
!
Design Thinking and IDEO 
(-$#*&+C,-C<:L!)/0,C-!%1,-R,-C!,0!#-/!/O+92</!#'!+!9/%1#)#<#C:!%1+%!$+-!
reduce the activation energy to try something new and foster a sense of ȃyou can 
make a difference.Ȅ While there are a variety of methodologies that may facilitate 
,--#@+%,#-L!)/0,C-!%1,-R,-C!,0!+!2+&%,$*<+&<:!&/</@+-%!/O+92</!+0!,%!,0!%1/!2&,9+&:!
+22&#+$1!*0/)!8:!J"(PL!%1/!&/0,)/-$:!0,%/!,-!K1,$1!%1,0!$+20%#-/!K+0!0,%*+%/)4!!
J"(P!3EFGY$5!identifies itself as a ȃglobal design companyȄ that !
ȃcreate[s] positive!impact through designȄ!32+&+4!E54!7%&*$%*&+<<:L!J"(P!!
is a professional services organization specializing in ȃcreative consultingȄ!
37%,-0#-L!EFGYL!2+&+4!\5. Financially, while most of IDEOȂs revenues are generated 
'&#9!'//Q'#&Q0/&@,$/!$#-0*<%,-C!2&#N/$%0L!,%!,0!C&#K,-C!+-!/9/&C/-%!2#&%,#-!#'!,%0!




The term ȃdesign thinkingȄ predates IDEOȂs inception in ŗşşŗȯ!
'#&!/O+92</L!?+&@+&)!A&+)*+%/!7$1##<!#'!"/0,C-!2&#'/00#&![/%/&!=#K/!




>1/!term ȃdesign thinkingȄ has since evolved to a more generalized 
$#-$/2%!3c,98/<<L!EFGG5!and has been central to IDEOȂs organizational strategy 
0,-$/!+%!</+0%!EFFZ!3J-C&+9!a!6#@/<<L!EFGY54!c,98/<<!3EFGG5!observes ȃthe main 
ideaȄ of the contemporary, generalized notion of design thinking ȃis that the 
K+:0!2&#'/00,#-+<!)/0,C-/&0!2&#8</9Q0#<@/!,0!#'!@+<*/!%#!',&90!%&:,-C!%#!,--#@+%/!
+-)!%#!0#$,/%,/0!%&:,-C!%#!9+R/!$1+-Ce happenȄ 324!EW\54!>1/!$#-%/92#&+&:!
conception of design thinking retains RoweȂs structured, consultative elements, 
8*%!K,%1!+!9#&/!C/-/&+<,M/)!/:/!8/:#-)!%1/!02/$,',$!),0$,2<,-/!#'!+&$1,%/$%*&/4!
V#&!%1/,&!2*&2#0/0L!J"(P!3EFGY+5!)/',-/0!)/0,C-!%1,-R,-C!+0!%1/!0:-%1/0,0!
of ȃwhat is desirable from a human point of view with what is technologically 
feasible and economically viableȄ!32+&+4!Y54!J-!%1/,&!@,/K!30*99+&,M/)!8/<#K!,-!
V,C*&/!E5L!,--#@+%,#-!&/0,)/0!+%!%1/!-/O*0!#']!
x DesirabilityǱ ȃthe needs of peopleǲȄ!
x FeasibilityǱ ȃthe possibilities of!technologyǲȄ and!






IDEOȂs design thinking process works iterati@/<:!%1&#*C1!%1&//!,-%/&9,-C</)!
ȃspacesǱȄ!
x InspirationǱ ȃthe circumstances ǻbe they a problem, an opportunity, or 
bothǼ that motivate the search for solutionsȄ!3S&#K-L!EFFW5^!
x IdeationǱ ȃthe process of generating, developing, +-)!%/0%,-C!,)/+0!%1+%!
may lead to solutionsȄ!3S&#K-L!EFFW5^!+-)!






:,%.2#!F+.#G.#2!4()!A$&1"*()%!mirrors directly GanzȂs political organizing 
! EG!
language, emboldening educators that ȃdesign thinking is about believing 3,!1"#!
E"G,!"!$.44,),#1,L!+-)!1+@,-C!+-!,-%/-%,#-+<!2&#$/00!,-!#&)/&!%#!C/%!%#!-/KL!
&/</@+-%!0#<*%,#-0!%1+%!$&/+%/!2#0,%,@/!,92+ctȄ!324!GGL!/921+0,0!+))/)54!J-!)#,-C!
so, IDEO encourages educators to ȃbe confident in [their] creative abilitiesȄ and 
to ȃbe optimisticȄ in their sea&$1!'#&!,--#@+%,@/!,)/+0!324!GY54!7*$1!$&/+%,@,%:!+-)!
,)/+%,on aligns with HerzbergȂs 3EFFZ5!&/0/+&$1!+8#*%!/92<#://!9#%,@+%,#-^!
1+&-/00,-C!,-%&,-0,$!9#%,@+%#&0!0*$1!+0!&/02#-0,8,<,%:L!&/$#C-,%,#-L!+-)!
+$1,/@/9/-%^!+-)!&/)*$,-C!'+$%#&0!%1+%!$#-%&,8*%/!%#!),00+%,0'+$%,#-L!0*$1!+0!
stepping outside traditional strictures of oneȂs dayQ%#Q)+:!&#</4!S:!8##0%,-C!




Educators have demonstrated interest in IDEOȂs design thinking 








ȃchannel frustration [and] hopelessness into action,Ȅ ȃhelp students see 
relationships betw[een] school and lifeǲȄ get ȃstudents excited about learningȄ 
! EE!
with a ȃ[r]eal world learning emphasis in classrooms,Ȅ increase ȃstudent 
engagement,Ȅ and enhance ȃteacher voiceȄ!32+&+4!GX54!>1/0/!8/-/',%0!+<,C-!K,%1!
2&/@,#*0<:!),0$*00/)!,-0%&*$%,#-+<!+-)!20:$1#0#$,+<!%1/9/0L!#''/&,-C!0#9/!
encouragement of design thinkingȂs potential positive impact for educators.!
!
Relationships and Change 











ȃChange involves the crystallization of new action possibilities !
3-/K! 2#<,$,/0L! -/K! 8/1+@,#&0L! -/K! 2+%%/&-0L! -/K! 9/%1#)#<#C,/0L!
-/K! 2&#)*$%0L! #&! -/K! 9+&R/%! ,)/+05! 8+0/)! #-! &/$#-$/2%*+<,M/)!
2+%%/&-0! ,-! %1/! #&C+-,M+%,#-4! >1/! +&$1,%/$%*&/! #'! $1+-C/! ,-@#<@/0!
%1/! )/0,C-! +-)! $#-0%&*$%,#-! #'! -/K! 2+%%/&-0L! #&! %1/!
&/$#-$/2%*+<,M+%,#-!#'!#<)!#-/0L!%#!9+R/!-/KL!+-)!1#2/'*<<:!9#&/!
2&#)*$%,@/L! +$%,#-0! 2#00,8</4! J%! ,0! ,92#&%+-%! %#! &/9/98/&! %1+%!
#&C+-,M+%,#-0! $1+-C/! 8:! +! @+&,/%:! #'! 9/%1#)0L! -#%! +<<! #'! %1/9!
@,/K/)!+0!)/0,&+8</!8:!%1/!2/#2</!involved.Ȅ 324!EHb5!
! EZ!
Kanter observes that ȃchange mastersȄȯȃthose people and organizations adept 




J-!/O2<+,-,-C!$1+-C/L!(<9#&/!3EFFX5!extends KanterȂs definition, situates it 
,-!%1/!/)*$+%,#-!$#-%/O%L!+-)!-+9/0!%1/!&/<+%,#-+<!$#-0,)/&+%,#-0!%1+%!$+-!,-1,8,%!
%1/!+)#2%,#-!#'!,--#@+%,#-0ȯ%1+%!,0L!$*<%*&/]!
ȃThe development of systematic knowledge abou%L! +-)! &/<+%/)! %#L!
<+&C/Q0$+</! ,-0%&*$%,#-+<! ,92&#@/9/-%! &/B*,&/0! +! $1+-C/! ,-! %1/!
2&/@+,<,-C! $*<%*&/! #'! +)9,-,0%&+%,#-! +-)! %/+$1,-C! ,-! 0$1##<04!
6*<%*&/0! )#! -#%! $1+-C/! 8:!9+-)+%/^! %1/:! $1+-C/! 8:! %1/! 02/$,',$!
),02<+$/9/-%! #'! /O,0%,-C! -#&90L! 0%&*$%*&/0L! +-)! 2&#$/00/0! 8:!
#%1/&0^! %1/! 2&#$/00! #'! $*<%*&+<! $1+-C/! )/2/-)0! '*-)+9/-%+<<:! #-!
9#)/<,-C!%1/!-/K!@+<*/0!+-)!8/1+@,#&!%1+%!:#*!/O2/$%!%#!),02<+$/!
the existing ones.Ȅ 324!GG5!
ElmoreȂs observations of change and $*<%*&/!$#--/$%!8+$R!%#!+-)!8#<0%/&!/+&<,/&!
),0$*00,#-!#'!$*<%*&/!,-!%1/!$#-%/O%!#'!%1/![(.[!6#1/&/-$/!V&+9/K#&R4!
=/<+%/)<:L!S&:R!+-)!7$1-/,)/&!3EFFE5!observe ȃrelational trustȄ as a facilitating 
$*<%*&+<!'#&$/!%#K+&)!<+&C/Q0$+</!,-0%&*$%,#-+<!,92&#@/9/-%!3224!GEQZXL!bGQGEG54!
In shifting an organizationȂs behavior to adopt and abso&8!-/K!,)/+0L!
A&+-#@/%%/&!3GbHW5!#80/&@/0!%1+%!0#$,+<!2&/00*&/0!$+-!,-1,8,%!%1/!02&/+)!+-)!
adoption of otherwise attractive innovations. In GranovetterȂs view, a groupȂs 











ȃwith efficiency, predictability, and effectivenessȄǼ 324!XW54!>1,0!%/-0,#-ȯ!
which Kotter characterizes as ȃstrategic agilityȄ versus ȃhierarchyȄ 324!XY5ȯ!
,0!&/9,-,0$/-%!#'!%1/!polarities of ȃexplo&+%,#-Ȅ +-)!ȃexplo,%+%,#-Ȅ!3;+&$1L!GbbG5!
where organizations must ȃexplore new opportunities even as they work 




$&/),8,<,%:!,-!%1/,&!#&C+-,M+%,#-0ȯand typically ȃoutside of formal boundaries, 
/O2ectations, and protocolȄ 324!YE5ȯ%#!8*''/&!%1/!0#$,+<!&/0,0%+-$/!%#!$1+-C/!+-)!
2#%/-%,+<!+@/&0,#-!%#!<#00!3?/,'/%M!a!.,-0R:L!EFFE^!A+-ML!EFGF5!+00#$,+%/)!K,%1!
+)@+-$,-C!+-)!+)#2%,-C!-/K!,--#@+%,#-04!_#%!#-<:!)#!#&C+-,M+%,#-0!C/-/&+<<:!





ȃDecisions about the adoption or use of innovations are not much 
+''/$%/)! 8:! e2*8<,$! /)*$+%,#-f! organizationsȂ need to survive or 
2&#02/&L! '#&! 0$1##<0! K,<<! C#! #-! +-)! 0+<+&,/0! K,<<! 8/! 2+,)! /@/-! ,'!
2&#9,0,-C!,--#@+%,ons fail or go untried.Ȅ 324!Z\5!
!
Like certain humansȂ immune systems that reject the transp<+-%!#'!1/+<%1:L!
@,8&+-%!%,00*/!,-!&/2<+$/9/-%!#'!)+9+C/)!%,00*/L!#&C+-,M+%,#-0!9+:!
$#*-%/&2&#)*$%,@/<:!+%%+$R!#&!0*22&/00!,--#@+%,#-0!8/'#&/!%1/,&!8/-/',%0!+&/!




organizationsȂ ability to absorb new ideas, noting that ȃnew adaptations 
significantly displace, reregulate, and rearrange some old [organizational] DNAȄ!





with DŚCȂs insights. As a result, IDEOȂs celebrated ideation capabilities may be 
at greater risk for ȃtransplant rejectionȄ in the education sector.!
S:!+%%/-),-C!%#!$1+-C/!+0!+!9#&/!,-%/C&+<!2+&%!#'!)/0,C-!%1,-R,-C!'#&!
/)*$+%#&0L!J"(P!9+:!,-$&/+0/!,%0!&+%/0!#'!0*$$/00!+-)!0*0%/-+-$/!'#&!%1/!
innovations in education that it helps to nurture. Stated differently, it ȃmay be a 
necessary condition… but it is probably not a sufficient conditionȄ to focus solely 
! EY!
#-!$#-%/-%L!,)/+0L!+-)!0%&*$%*&/0!,-!%1/!0/&@,$/!#'!,92&#@,-C!%/+$1,-C!+-)!0$1##<0!









2+&%,$*<+&<:!&/</@+-%!%#!J"(P!+0!%1/!#&C+-izationȂs work is 0%&*$%*&/)!+&#*-)!
+-)!9#%,@+%/)!8:!0%#&,/04!!
A+-M!3EFGG5!$#-0,)/&0!/''/$%,@/!2*8<,$!</+)/&01,2!%#!8/!+!1#<,0%,$!
integration of ȃthe handsȄ ǻi.e., ȃactionȄǼ, ȃthe headȄ ǻi.e., a purposeful 
ȃstrategyȄ guiding that actionǼ, and ȃthe heartǱȄ!
!ȃMobilizing others to achieve purpose under conditions !
#'!*-$/&%+,-%:ȯK1+%! </+)/&0!)#ȯ$1+<</-C/0! %1/!1+-)0L! %1/!1/+)L!
and the heart… The challenge of the heart is one of motivation, of 
*&C/-%! -//)! %#! +$%L! +-)! #'! 1#2/! '#&! 0*$$/00L! +-)! %1/! $#*&+C/! %#!!
&,0R!it.Ȅ 3224!EHZQEHX5!
A+-M!#80/&@/0!%1/!2#K/&!#'!0%#&:%/<<,-C!,-!,%0!+8,<,%:!%#!$+2%*&/L!/@#R/L!+-)!0%#R/!
ȃthe heartȄ of social movements. Evoking BanduraȂs notion of selfQ/'',$+$:L!A+-M!
encourages social leaders to use shared stories as a way to strengthen othersȂ 
capacity ȃto exercise agencyȄ!324!EHX54!
! EH!
In GanzȂs notion of ȃpublic narrative,Ȅ social changeQ9+R/&0!C&#*-)!%1/,&!
leadership in a ȃstory of self.Ȅ Public leaders then connect their individual story 
to a shared ȃstory of usȄ by fostering a sense of community through ȃvaluesȄ 
and ȃexperienceȄ that intersect across oneȂs personal story and the community 
0%#&:!,-!K1,$1!#-eȂs leadership is situated. Through this grounding purpose and 
sense of community, the public leader and her team develop a shared ȃstory of 
now,Ȅ which establish the ȃurgencyȄ for action and vi0,#-!#'!)/0,&/)!0*$$/00!!
324!EWZ5. In GanzȂs view, stories are powerful, experiential devices to build 
&/<+%,#-01,20!+-)!$#99*-,%:!+0!K/<<!+0!8#<0%/&!2*8<,$!</+)/&01,24!
S/<#KL!V,C*&/!Z!summarizes GanzȂs public narrative framework, 
/O2<+,-,-C!+-)!)/2,$%,-C!%1/!&/<+%,#-01,20!8/%K//-!%1/!$#92</9/-%+&:!0%#&,/0!!
of ȃself,Ȅ ȃus,Ȅ and ȃnow.Ȅ D0!U/0%!3EFGY5!observes that ȃIDEOȂs cu&&/-$:!,0!,-!





















































capstoneȂs theories of action and educatorsȂ work more broadly. To the extent 
%1+%!/)*$+%,#-!</+)/&0!),&/$%!%1/,&!K#&R!%#!9+O,9,M/!2#0,%,@/!0#$,+<!,92+$%ȯ!
+-)!%#!%1/!/O%/-%!%1+%!/B*,%:L!&/+$1L!+-)h#&!&/2<,$+8,<,%:!'+$%#&!$/-%&+<<:!,-%#!
leadersȂ conception of impactȯ)/9#C&+21,$!)+%+!+<#-/!0*CC/0%!%1+%!/)*$+%,#-!















Theories of Action 
>#!9+R/!/O2<,$,%!%1,0!$+20toneȂs praxisȯK1+%!V&/,&/!3GbHF5!$+<<0!!







with a… logic model, or theory of change,Ȅ IDEO instead ȃenters a project with 
%1/!/-),-C!<argely unknownȄ!32+&+4!W54!P-/!9+:!)/0$&,8/!%1,0!0,92<:!+0!+-!
+&%,'+$%!#'!2&+$%,$/ȯ1#K/@/&L!%1/!9+%%/&!,0!)//2/&!+-)!9#&/!21,<#0#21,$+<4!
IDEOȂs CEO Tim Brown 3EFFb5!+&%,$*<+%/0]!
ȃIt is our ability to construct complex concepts that are both 
functionally relevant and emotionally resonant… [that is] the single 
9#0%!2#K/&'*<!%ool of design thinking.Ȅ 324!WX5!
ȃThe reason for the ite&+%,@/L!-#-<,-/+&!-+%*&/!#'!%1/! N#*&-/:! ,0!-#%!
%1+%! )/0,C-! %1,-R/&0! +&/! ),0#&C+-,M/)! #&! *-),0$,2<,-/)! 8*%! %1+%!
)/0,C-!%1,-R,-C!,0!'*-)+9/-%+<<:!an exploratory process…Ȅ 324!GY5!
ȃ[T]here is [yet] no algorithm th+%!K,<<!%/<<!*0!1#K!%#!8&,-C!),@/&C/-%!








from David Kelley ǻIDEOȂs founder5!+-)!>#9!c/<</:!3+-!J"(P!2+&%-/&5L!
0:-%1/0,M,-C!$#92#-/-%0!'&#9!%1/,&!8##R!?),"*.-,!?(#4.$,#1,!3EFGZ5!,-%#!%1/!'#&9!
0*CC/0%/)!8:!D&C:&,0!+-)!7$1i-]!
x 67!IDEO ȃcreat[es] new solutionsȄ that ȃfindȄ and honor ȃhuman needsȄ 
at their center…!
x 89!ȃrel[ying] on the naturalȯ+-)!$#+$1+8</ȯ1*9+-!+8,<,%:!%#!8/!
intuitive [and] recognize patterns…Ȅ !
x :;<*89!ȃconstruct[ing] ideas that are emotionally meaningful as well !
as functional…Ȅ!
x :;<*89!ȃhelp[ing] clients envision what their new or existing !
#2/&+%,#-0!9,C1%!<##R!<,R/!,-!%1/!'*%*&/ȯ+-)!8*,<)e,-Cf!&#+)!9+20!!
for getting there…Ȅ!
x :;<*89!ȃusing the tools and mindsets of design practitioners…Ȅ!
x =>?;!IDEO will ȃfoster creative cultures,Ȅ ȃembed innovation into the 
fabricȄ of organizations, and ȃbuild the internal systems required to 
sustain innovation,Ȅ thereby ȃhelp[ing] organizations in the public and 







































J-!%1/!2+&<+-$/!of GanzȂs public narrative framework, my personal leadership 
purpose and theory of action constitute ȃstories of selfȄ from which I seek to 
develop shared stories of ȃusȄ and ȃnow.Ȅ!
!
Description of the Strategic Project 
>1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%!'#&!%1,0!$+20%#-/!K+0!%#!)/@/<#2ȯ+-)!8/C,-!%1/!








Rationale for the Strategic Project 
D0!2&/@,#*0<:!)/0$&,8/)!,-!%1/!<H8, IDEO seeks to boost clientsȂ 
$&/+%,@,%:L!,--#@+%,#-L!+-)!/'',$+$:!%1&#*C1!,%0!)/0,C-!expertise. While IDEOȂs 
3EFGY$5!officially stated mission is to ȃcreate positive impact through designȄ!
32+&+4!E5L!its designers often conversationally interpret ȃcreat[ing] positive 
impactȄ as catalyzing ȃ$.%')('()*.(#"*,!impact.Ȅ For "X.ȯK1#0/!$<,/-%0!+&/!
9,00,#-Q#&,/-%/)!+-)!K1#0/!2&#N/$%0!'#$*0!#-!0#$,+<!,-),$+%#&0!&+%1/&!%1+-!
',-+-$,+<!9/%&,$0ȯits leadership anecdotally interprets ȃcreat[ing] positive 
impactȄ in this context as encouraging ȃsocial progressȄ ǻA. Diefenthaler, 
personal communication, October Řŝ, ŘŖŗŜǼ. The notions of ȃpositive impactȄ and 
ȃsocial progressȄ provide)!$#99#-!@#$+8*<+&:!'#&!01+&/)!0%#&,/0!,-!%1/!$#-%/O%!









sectorȂs desire for innovation 3+0!&/@,/K/)!,-!%1/!<H854!









to expand college opportunityǼ to the Webby Awards ǻȃhonoring the best of the 
InternetȄǼ!3>1/!U1,%/!?#*0/L!EFGY^!J-%/&-+%,#-+<!D$+)/9:!#'!",C,%+<!D&%0!+-)!
7$,/-$/0L!EFGY54!>1/0/!9,</0%#-/0!+-)!2*8<,$!$/</8&+%,#-0!8/C+-!%#!01+2/!+-!
emergent ȃstory of usȄ for the Guild as a community of teacherQ,--#@+%#&04!
U1,</!"X.!+-)!J"(P!K/&/!/-$#*&+C/)!8:!%1,0!2#0,%,@/!9#9/-%*9L!%1/:!1+)!-#%!











Design of the Strategic Project 
J-!)/@,0,-C!+-!,92</9/-%+%,#-!0%&+%/C:!'#&!%1,0!C&#K%1!2<+-L!J!),0%,<</)!
four design principles from GanzȂs public narrative framework and the PELP 
! ZH!
6#1/&/-$/!V&+9/K#&R!+-)!/92<#:/)!%1/9!%1&#*C1#*%!%1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%4!


























x IDEO’s organizational culture.!D0!),0$*00/)!,-!%1/!<H8L!J"(P!3EFGY85!
prides and markets itself as a ȃpioneer of humanQcentered designȄ!!
32+&+4!GH54!As identified in their theory of action, by ȃputting people at the 
center of our work,Ȅ IDEO uses stories of individuals to hu9+-,M/!,%0!
2&#N/$%0L!'+$,<,%+%/!/92+%1,$!$#<<+8#&+%,#-L!1/<2!#%1/&0!/-@,0,#-!+-!
*-R-#K-!'*%*&/L!+-)!#''/&!+!2+%1!%#!&/+$1,-C!%1+%!'*%*&/!@,0,#-4!J"(P!
/O2&/00/0!0#9/!#'!,%0!R/:!R-#KQhow in the various ȃfacesȄ and 




















strategic projectȂs efforts. Rather, they provide shared, resonant points of ,#*)B4!
IDEOȂs theory of action is aligned with stories, particularly its empathetic quest 
%#!+22&/$,+%/!1*9+-!-//)0!+-)!%#!,9+C,-/!0#<*%,#-0!'#&!%1#0/!-//)0!%1+%!K#&R!
K/<<!+-)!'//<!C##)4!>1/!>/+$1/&0!A*,<)!0#*C1%!%#!/O%/-)!%1,0!1*9+-Q$/-%/&/)!








j*-/!GXL!EFGY54!J-!%1/!spirit of IDEOȂs 3EFGZ5!values to ȃcollaborateȄ and !
ȃtalk less, do more,Ȅ the strategic project K+0!0%&*$%*&/)!%#!)/<,@/&!0*$$/00/0!
K,%1,-!%1/!-+&&#K/&!0$#2/!#'!>1/!>/+$1/&0!A*,<)L!%1/-!8*,<)!*2#-!%1/0/!09+<</&!
0*$$/00/0!,-!%1/!8&#+)/&!0$#2/!#'!"X.!3=,/0L!EFGG54!>1,0!+22&#+$1!+<,C-/)!K,%1!
IDEOȂs theory of action in its use of design %##<0!+-)!2+%%/&-!&/$#C-,%,#-!,-!#&)/&!
%#!8*,<)!0:0%/90!'#&!,--#@+%,#-4!
! XF!
>1,0!+22&#+$1!+<0#!+<,C-/)!with the ȃstory of usȄ in GanzȂs public 
-+&&+%,@/!'&+9/K#&R4!S:!8*,<),-C!'&#9!09+<</&!0*$$/00/0!%#!<+&C/&!#22#&%*-,%,/0L!
%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%!0#*C1%!%#!$+0t ȃusȄ first as the Guild, and then expand 
%#K+&)!"X.!K,%1!+-!/:/!%#K+&)!J"(OȂs broader work. As Ganz 3EFGG5!!
0*CC/0%0L!%1,0!+22&#+$1!+<0#!0#*C1%!to make use of shared ȃchoice points… 
$1+<</-C/0!'+$/)L!%1/!#*%$#9/0L!+-)!the lessons [] learnedȄ in building !
ȃstories of usȄ around increment+<<:!<+&C/&!/O2/&,/-$/0!324!EWY54!
!
C>$#<@(>"0-%+3(0<('-<5&1(0,"(M<-FN!U1,</!0%#&,/0!'+$,<,%+%/)!+$$/00!%#!%1/!
ȃheartȄ of this strategic project, metrics help/)!structure its ȃheadȄ and ȃhandsȄ 
ǻusing GanzȂs parlanceǼ. Consequently, metrics comprise much of the strategic 
2&#N/$%!+&%,'+$%0!&/'</$%/)!<+%/&!,-!%1/!A-.$,#1,!*(!:"*,4!
D0!+!$&/+%,@/L!,92&#@,0+%,#-+<!#&C+-,M+%,#-!%1+%!@+<*/0!01+&/)!0%#&,/0L!






The PELP Coherence FrameworkȂs constituent elements ǻe.g., ȃinstructional 








PELP Coherence Framework identifies ȃstakeholdersȄ as an important design 
/</9/-%!#'!,-0%&*$%,#-+<!,92&#@/9/-%!2&#C&+90L!2+&%,$*<+&<:!+0!0*$1!2&#C&+90!
,-%/&'+$/!K,%1!%1/,&!0*&&#*-),-C!',-+-$,+<L!2#<,%,$+<L!+-)!&/C*<+%#&:!
ȃenvironment.Ȅ Such stakeholder demandsȯ+!)/0,&/!'#&!$&/+%,@,%:!+-)!
,--#@+%,#-L!K,%1,-!%1/!$#-%/O%!#'!,-$<*0,#-!+-)!$#-%,-*,%:ȯ,-%/&+$%/)!K,%1!+-)!
,-'#&9/)!IDEOȂs theory of action and aspirations.!
J-%/&-+<<:L!c/<</:!+-)!c/<</:!3EFGZ5!0*CC/0%!%1+%!J"(P!1#<)0!$&/+%,@,%:!+0!
its most cherished belief, finding purpose in bolstering ȃcreative confidenceȄ and 
ȃunleashing the creative potential within us all.Ȅ IDEOȂs working theory of 
+$%,#-ȯ+0!,-'/&&/)!,-!%1,0!$+20%#-/ȯ,0!8+0/)!#-!%1/,&!%/O%!+-)!&/'</$%0!%1/!
2&,9+$:!#'!,9+C,-,-C!-/K!0#<*%,#-04!>#!%1+%!/-)L!+0!/O2<#&/)!,-!%1/!<H8L!J"(P!
organizes its work to ȃbuild[] learning platforms and tools to unlock creativityȄ!
3EFGY8L!2+&+4!\5!+-)!$#),',/0!,%0!#&C+-,M+%,#-+<!@+<*/0!,-!+!P.**/,!Q((G!(4!9:A>!








ȃ>1/!C#+<! ,0!-#%! %#! ,--#@+%/! %1/!9#0%4! J%! ,0!-#%!/-#*C1! %#!1+@/! %1/!
8/0%!,)/+04Ȅ!324!ZX5!
k&+-/RL!V/&&/&L!+-)!=*8+<$+8+!3EFG\5!$1+<</-C/!/)*$+%#&0!ȃto think of followQ
through as the new innovationȄ 324!G54!V*<<+-!3EFFG5!/O2<+,-0!%1/!/)*$+%,#-!
sectorȂs need for!$#-%,-*,%:]!
ȃOne of our most consistent findings and understandings about the 
$1+-C/!2&#$/00!,-!/)*$+%,#-!,0!%1+%!"//!0*$$/00'*<!0$1##<0!/O2/&,/-$/!
ȁimplementation dipsȂ as they move forward. The implementation 
),2! ,0! <,%/&+<<:! +! ),2! ,-! 2/&'#&9+-$/! +-)! $#-',)/-$/! +0! #-/!













ȃAdaptive work consists of the learning required to address conflicts 
,-! %1/! @+<*/0! 2/#2</! 1#<)L! #&! %#! ),9,-,01! %1/! C+2! 8/%K//-! %1/!
@+<*/0! 2/#2</! 0%+-)! '#&! +-)! %1/! &/+<,%:! %1/:! '+$/4!D)+2%,@/!K#&R!
&/B*,&/0!+!$1+-C/!,-!@+<*/0L!8/<,/'0L!#&!8/1+@,#&4!>1/!/O2#0*&/!+-)!
#&$1/0%&+%,#-! #'! $#-'<,$%ȯ,-%/&-+<! $#-%&+),$%,#-0ȯK,%1,-!
,-),@,)*+<0!+-)!$#-0%,%*/-$,/0!2&#@,)/!%1/!</@/&+C/!'#&!9#8,<,M,-C!
2/ople to learn new ways.Ȅ 324!EE5!
! XZ!









32/&!A&+-#@/%%/&!3GbHW554!J-!the PELP Coherence FrameworkȂs parlance, I]!!
x T0/)!commitments to ȃstakeholders^Ȅ !
x >o maintain the pace of IDEOȂs ȃstrategy^Ȅ !















?/,'/%M!/%!+<4Ȃs!3EFFb5!caution that ȃ[t]he most common leadership failure stems 
'&#9!%&:,-C!%#!+22<:!%/$1-,$+<!0#<*%,#-0!to adaptive challengesȄ 324!HG54!J!+<0#!
+22&/$,+%/)!that I ȃcannot [individually] control the outcomeȄ of IDEOȂs 
adaptive journey through a ȃclear, linear path to [its] resolutionȄ 324!ZG54!!
J-0%/+)L!J!/-)/+@#&/)!%#!*0/!/O%/&-+<<:Q'+$,-C!,-%/&+$%,#-0!+0!#22#&%*-,%,/0!%#!
ȃseek out, surface, nurture, and then carefully manage the conflictȄ 324!G\G5!
8/%K//-!%1/!@+<*/0!%1+%!1+@/!0/&@/)!J"(P!1,0%#&,$+<<:!K/<<!+-)!%1/!8&#+)/&!
education sectorȂs needs, and ȃgive [this] work backȄ to The Teachers Guild !
+-)!"X.!ȃat a rate they can standȄ 3?/,'/%ML!GbbXL!24!GEW54!J-)//)L!+0!V,C*&/!X!
depicts below, IDEOȂs!3EFGZ5!#K-!@,0*+<!9/%+21#&!'#&!,%0!#&C+-,M+%,#-+<!@+<*/!#'!
ȃlearn[ing] from failureȄ!,0!+!)/0,C-/&!0%,&&,-C!%1/!2&#@/&8,+<!2#%!#'!/O2/&,/-$/L!
g/-Q<,R/!,-!0pite of the heat of uncertainty and conflict. IDEOȂs visual metaphor 
0%&#-C<:!2+&+<</<0!HeifetzȂs 3GbbX5!language to ȃkeep the heat up with#*%!
blowing the vesselȄ 324!GEW5!K1/-!+))&/00,-C!+)+2%,@/!$1+<</-C/04!
!
! X\!











parlance, ȃstories of us.Ȅ I then built on this shared vision, using it as context to 
)&,@/!%#K+&)!+!9#&/!)/%+,</)!C&#K%1!2<+-!+-)!+-!+<,C-/)!0:0%/9!#'!+00/009/-%!
dataǱ the GuildȂs ȃstory of now,Ȅ complete with GanzȂs 3EFGG5!)/',-,-C!'/+%*&/!#'!
! XY!






success and used them to articulate business development targets for DŚLȂs 
'*%*&/!$<,/-%!+-)!2&#N/$%!2#&%'#<,#4!D!"X.!$#<</+C*/!+-)!J!%1/-!0:-%1/0,M/)!!
)+%+Qdriven snapshots of DŚLȂs historical work, enriching the studioȂs shared 
0%#&,/0!K,%1!/@,)/-$/!+8#*%!%1/,&!2&,#&!0*$$/00/0!+-)!'*%*&/!+&/+0!'#&!C&#K%14!
>1,0!/@,)/-$/!K+0!,-%/-)/)!%#!$#-%&,8*%/!*&C/-$:!+-)!&,C#&!'#&!%1/!"X.!%/+9!








































































Evidence to Date 
D&%,'+$%0!2&/0/-%/)!,-!%1,0!0/$%,#-!)/9#-0%&+%/!%1+%!J"(P!+-)!J!9+)/!
#80/&@+8</!2&#C&/00!+C+,-0%!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-!)*&,-C!%1/!0$#2/!#'!%1,0!!
















































































































The Teachers GuildȂs evidenceQ8+0/)!,-0,C1%!K+0!<,9,%/)!%#!9/+0*&/0!#'!!
financial health ǻe.g., ȃCan we remain in business?ȄǼ and firstQ#&)/&!*0/&!
engagement ǻe.g., ȃHow many users are in our community, and how active !
are they?ȄǼ. The historical data in A22/-),O!D!)#!-#%!:/%!&/'</$%!$#-0,)/&+%,#-0!!
#'!$1+-C/!9+-+C/9/-%L!0#$,#/$#-#9,$!,-$<*0,#-!+-)!&+$,+<!),@/&0,%:L!$&#00Q
/)*$+%#&!<,-R+C/0!+-)!,-%/C&+%,#-L!#&!/-@,0,#-,-C!9#&/!)/0,&+8</!'*%*&/!
2#00,8,<,%,/0!+-)!%1/!2+%10!%#!&/+<,M,-C!%1/9ȯ,<<*0%&+%,@/!+02/$%s of IDEOȂs and 
my theories of action. Appendix A therefore illustrates The Teachers GuildȂs 
#22#&%*-,%,/0!'#&!,92&#@/9/-%!,-!%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%4!





the GuildȂs earliest designs toward socioeconomic inclusion and racial diversity 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
b!!D0!+-!+&%,'+$%!'&#9!/+&<,/&!,-!%1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%L!D22/-),O!S!,0!9#&/!$<#0/<:!
connected with IDEOȂs theory of action than my theory of action. For example, !
IDEOȂs value for hum+-Qcentered solutions manifests in the Guild impact modelȂs !
call for education reforms to be ȃdesigned and led byȄ teachers rather than !
ȃimposed on them.Ȅ IDEOȂs desire to use ȃthe tools and mindsets of design 
practitionersȄ is reflected in the Guild impact modelȂs language to ȃdo design thinking 
and build creative capacity.Ȅ Finally, IDEOȂs values of helping individuals envision a 
desirable future state, the path toward that future state, and ȃembed[ding] innovation 
into the fabricȄ of organizations is reflected in the Guild impact modelȂs ȃoutcomesȄ 
and ȃimpactȄ language.!
! \Z!
ǻreflected in the GuildȂs focus on ȃour diverse studentsȂ evolving needsȄǼ and 
2/&0/@/&+-$/!+-)!+)#2%,#-!#'!/)*$+%,#-!,--#@+%,#-0!3&/'</$%/)!in the GuildȂs 
aspirations for a ȃsystem [that] adopts and welcomes teacher innovationsȄǼ. 














Appendix D ǻthe ȃGuild fundraising pitch bookȄǼ also ,<<*0%&+%/0!!
the Guild teamȂs refined and strengthened language around socioeconomic 
,-$<*0,#-!+-)!&+$,+<!),@/&0,%:4!V#&!/O+92</L!%1/!2,%$1!8##R!'#&/$+0%0!%he GuildȂs 
desire to ȃdeepen our relationships with school districts, communities of color… 
[and] diverse schools and communities.Ȅ The pitch book also evidences the 
GuildȂs first prototype for crossQ&#</!/)*$+%#&!<,-R+C/0!,-!,%0!)/0,C-!$#<<+8#&+%,#-!
! \X!
K,%1!72&,-C!S&+-$1!J-)/2/-)/-%!7$1##<!",0%&,$%4GF!J-!)#,-C!0#L!%1/!2,%$1!8##R!




reforms are ȃbeing developed and implemented in isolation,Ȅ and the resulting 
ȃlack of integration in the design of educa%,#-!&/'#&9!$&/+%/e0f!,-/'',$,/-%!+-)!
often ineffective approaches to implementation… [and] constrains the potential 
impact of the reformsȄ 324!G5. In response to this ȃfragmented and siloedȄ 
/O2/&,/-$/L!6+&-/C,/!$#-@/-/)!/,C1%!/)*$+%,#-!+)@,0#&:!#&C+-,M+%,#-0ȯ
,-$<*),-C!J"(Pȯas an ȃIntegration Design ConsortiumȄ and issued the 
'#<<#K,-C!$1+&C/]!
ȃCarnegie Corporation of New York is therefore pursuing strategies 
%#! /-$#*&+C/! .#*,2)"*.(#L! #&! %1/! /9/&C/-$/! #'! -/K! 2&+$%,$/0! +-)!
*-)/&0%+-),-C0! %1+%! /-+8</! C&/+%/&! $#<<+8#&+%,#-L! $#1/&/-$/L!!








GF!!The Teachers GuildȂs collaboration with Spring Branch Independent School Distri$%!,0!
),0$*00/)!'*&%1/&!,-!%1/!8#"/B%.%!(4!*+,!7*)"*,2.1!C)(D,1*!0/$%,#-!<+%/&!,-!%1,0!$+20%#-/4!






K1+%!S&:R!+-)!7$1-/,)/&!3EFFE5!call ȃrelational trustȄ 324!GE54!>1/!&/2#&%!+<0#!
0*22#&%/)!educator linkages by envisioning ȃteachers… on the same team with 
principals and district leaders… aligned around a common vision.Ȅ!D22/-),O!(!
%1/&/'#&/!,)/-%,',/)!0%+R/1#<)/&!,-%/&+$%,#-0!32/&![(.[5!$#1/&/-%!K,%1!+-)!
0*22#&%,-C!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-L!+-)!&/'</$%/)!ȃstories of usȄ and ȃstories of 
nowȄ ǻper GanzǼ through shared values and calls to action. As a join%!/''#&%!
8/%K//-!"X.!+-)!%1/!A*,<)L!%1/!J-%/C&+%,#-!"/0,C-!6#-0#&%,*9!&/2#&%!01+2/)!
+-)!,-'#&9/)!'*%*&/!K#&R!'#&!8#%1!%/+904!!
Appendix F ǻthe ȃGuild program evaluation modelȄǼ provides the heart of 
the strategic projectȂs evidence for the Guild. Developed ,-!_#@/98/&!EFGYL!J!</)!
%1/!2&#)*$%,#-!#'!%1,0!)#$*9/-%!,-!$<#0/!$#<<+8#&+%,#-!K,%1!%1/!A*,<)!%/+94!
Similar to the Guild impact model ǻAppendix BǼ, I used shared ȃstories of usȄ 
ǻper GanzǼ to evolve the GuildȂs vision of future success. These stories then 
0%&*$%*&/)!+-!+<,C-/)!0:0%/9!32/&![(.[5!#'!B*+<,%+%,@/!+-)!B*+-%,%+%,@/!/@,)/-$/!
that may be gathered in the future to evaluate the GuildȂs progress toward its 
@,0,#-!#'!'*%*&/!0*$$/004!>1/!2&#C&+9!/@+<*+%,#-!9#)/<!$#),',/)!9:!%1/#&:!#'!
+$%,#-!,-!%1/!A*,<)Ȃs ongoing operations. Specifically, socioeconomic and racial 
&/2&/0/-%+%,#-L!/)*$+%#&Q%#Q/)*$+%#&!&/<+%,#-01,20L!+-)!$&#00Q&#</!/)*$+%#&!
<,-R+C/0!+&/!+<<!/O2<,$,%<:!+00/00/)!*-)/&!%1/!A*,<)!2&#C&+9!/@+<*+%,#-!9#)/<4!
Whereas this strategic projectȂs earlie0%!+&%,'+$%0!3/4C4L!%1/!,92+$%!9#)/<!,-!
Appendix BǼ integrated more closely with IDEOȂs theory of action, the program 
! \Y!
/@+<*+%,#-!9#)/<!+<,C-/)!%,C1%<:!K,%1!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-!K,%1#*%!'#&C#,-C!
IDEOȂs theory of actionL!)/9#-0%&+%,-C!+-)!0*80%+-%,+%,-C!%1/!+&$!#'!2&#C&/00!,-!
%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%4!
7##-!+'%/&!)/@/<#2,-C!%1/!2&#C&+9!/@+<*+%,#-!9#)/<L!>1/!>/+$1/&0!A*,<)!
team established an evidential baseline for its work. In early ŘŖŗŝ, the GuildȂs 
2&#C&+9!)/0,C-/&!+-)!),C,%+<!0%&+%/C,0%!$#-0,)/&/)!+@+,<+8</!/@,)/-$/!+C+,-0%!!





assess relative levels of its membersȂ participation among the GuildȂs various 
)/0,C-!$#<<+8#&+%,#-0!+-)!%1/!$#-0%,%*/-%!0%/20!,-!/+$1!)/0,C-!$#<<+8#&+%,#-!!
3(4!7$&,220!a!S4!S&#K-/<<L!2/&0#-+<!$#99*-,$+%,#-L!"/$/98/&!WL!EFGY54!!
These statistics indicated that, as of early ŘŖŗŝ, the GuildȂs teacherQ9/98/&0!
%/-)/)!%#!0R/K!),02&#2#&%,#-+%/<:!%#K+&)!%/+$1,-C!%/$1-#<#C:Q&/<+%/)!0*8N/$%0!
+-)!K#&R,-C!,-!6+<,'#&-,+ȯ<,R/<:!,-%/&&/<+%/)!$#-0,)/&+%,#-0!C,@/-!%1/!
technology sectorȂs influence and familiarity with design thinking in California 
+-)!2+&%,$*<+&<:!%1/!7+-!V&+-$,0$#!S+:!D&/+!3S4!S&#K-/<<L!2/&0#-+<!
$#99*-,$+%,#-L!V/8&*+&:!EZL!EFGH54!D)),%,#-+<<:L!&/<+%,@/!%#!-+%,#-+<!+@/&+C/0L!











the GuildȂs program designer, digital strategist, and directorȯK#&R,-C!),&/$%<:!
+-)!&/C*<+&<:!K,%1!,%0!%/+$1/&Q9/98/&0ȯ/@,)/-$/)!+-/$)#%+<<:!%1+%!!






more socioeconomically diverse school communities. The GuildȂs program 
/@+<*+%,#-!9#)/<!3D22/-),O!V5!2&#@,)/0!+!&#+)9+2!'#&!%1/!A*,<)!%#!/-1+-$/!,%0!
)+%+!$#<</$%,#-!+-)!C*,)/!,%0!#-C#,-C!+00/009/-%!,-!0*22#&%!#'!,%0!+02,&+%,#-04!
D22/-),O!A!3%he ȃGuild impact reportȄǼ closed!out the GuildȂs efforts in 
%1/!0$#2/!#'!%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%L!)/@/<#2/)!,-!V/8&*+&:!EFGH!<##R,-C!
retrospectively at the GuildȂs ŗŞ months of startQ*2!+$%,@,%:4!J!</)!%1/!2&#)*$%,#-!
#'!%1,0!&/2#&%L!$#Q'&+9,-C!,%!K,%1!%1/!A*,<)!),&/$%#&!+-)!+!'*-)&+,0,-C!$#-0*<%+-%!
+-)!0:-%1/0,M,-C!%1/!&/0*<%,-C!)#$*9/-%!,-!$<#0/!$#<<+8#&+%,#-!K,%1!%1/!A*,<)!






enable the GuildȂs instructional improvement strategy4!
The impact report refined the GuildȂs ȃstory of nowȄ ǻper GanzǼ and 
2*8<,$!$#99,%9/-%0!+$&#00!+<<!),9/-0,#-0!#'!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-4!V,&0%L!%1/!A*,<)!
/O%/-)/)!,-!,%0!'#&K+&)Q<##R,-C!2<+-0!,%0!$#99,%9/-%0!%#!0#$,#/$#-#9,$!
inclusion and racial diversity. For example, while this strategic projectȂs earliest 
artifact ǻthe Guild impact modelǼ identified ȃdiverse studentsȄ more generally, 
%1/!,92+$%!&/2#&%!1,C1<,C1%/)!9#&/!02/$,',$+<<:!ȃcourageous discussions about 
race, immigration, religion, and privilegeȄ between teacher0!+-)!0%*)/-%0!
















./+&-,-C!0%*),#4!>hese ȃstories of usȄ ǻper GanzǼ orient/)!+!01+&/)!/O2/&,/-$/!
'#&!%1/!0%*),#!+&#*-)!$&#00Qcutting ȃcauses,Ȅ with a ȃstory of nowȄ ǻper GanzǼ 
+-)!+-!+<,C-/)!strategy ǻper PELPǼ for the studioȂs fut*&/!K#&R!374!72/,$1/&L!
2/&0#-+<!$#99*-,$+%,#-L!j+-*+&:!GHL!EFGH54!>1/0/!'#&K+&)Q<##R,-C!+02,&+%,#-0!
/0%+8<,01/)!%+&C/%0!'#&!%1/!"X.!0%*),#!+-)!$#-%/O%!'#&!0*80/B*/-%!"X.!/''#&%04!
D22/-),O!?!ǻȃretrospective DŚL business development dataȄǼ !
#''/&0!/@,)/-$/!%#!$#-0,)/&!DŚLȂs forwardQ<##R,-C!2<+-0!,-!<,C1%!#'!,%0!1,0%#&,$+<!
/O2/&,/-$/4!J!$#Q'&+9/)!+-)!$#Qproduced these data with DŚLȂs portfolio !
),&/$%#&!+-)!8*0,-/00!)/@/<#29/-%!+00#$,+%/!,-!;+&$1QD2&,<!EFGH!%#!0*22#&%!%1/!
DŚL business development teamȂs /''#&%0!in expanding DŚLȂs portfolio of clients 













G\!!DŚLȂs public education clients comprise PKQGE!0$1##<0L![cQGE!0$1##<!),0%&,$%0L!$1+&%/&!
9+-+C/9/-%!#&C+-,M+%,#-0!36;P05L!+-)!,-0%,%*%,#-0!#'!1,C1/&!/)*$+%,#-4!
GY!!DŚLȂs private education clients span both PKQGE!+-)!1,C1/&!/)*$+%,#-4!
! YF!
Of DŚLȂs overall project portfolio from ŘŖŗř through ŘŖŗŜ, on average &#*C1<:!
1+<'!#'!%1/!2#&%'#<,#!K+0!)/0,C-/)!02/$,',$+<<:!%#!0/&@/!<#KQ,-$#9/!$#99*-,%,/04!!
DŚLȂs strong, historic relationships with foundations and nonprofits expanded 
the scope of DŚLȂs!K#&R!,-!%1/!0/&@,$/!#'!<#KQ,-$#9/!$#99*-,%,/0!8/:#-)!K1+%!





































































































































Analysis of the Strategic Project 
In considering why the strategic project unfolded as it did, the capstoneȂs 
%1/#&,/0!#'!+$%,#-ȯas well as the PELP Coherence Framework and GanzȂs public 
-+&&+%,@/!'&+9/K#&Rȯorganize the analysis. First, IDEOȂs and my experience in 
%1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%!,<<ustrated that IDEOȂs theory of action critically enables the 
organizationȂs prowess in empathic design but does not naturally encourage !
%1/!#&C+-,M+%,#-!%#!+%%/-)!%#!$1+-C/!9+-+C/9/-%!+-)!$&#00Q&#</!<,-R+C/04!
7/$#-)L!2/&0#--/<L!2#<,%,$+<L!',-+-$,+<L!+-)!/O%/&-+<<:Q'+$,-C!$#-0,)/&+%,#-0!#'!!
the strategic project reflected the PELP Coherence FrameworkȂs ȃculture,Ȅ 
ȃstructure,Ȅ ȃresources,Ȅ and ȃstakeholdersȄ elements for instructional 
improvement programs. Finally, in the parlance of GanzȂs public narrative 
framework, shared ȃstories of usȄ enabled the strategic projectȂs ȃstory of now,Ȅ 






*+0%<&N!As previously analyzed, IDEOȂs theory of action focuses most primarily 
#-!1*9+-Q$/-%/&/)!$&/+%,@,%:4!>1,0!'#$*0!/-+8</0!J"(P!%#!8/!+!9+&R/%!</+)/&!,-!
/92+%1,$L!*0/&Q'#$*0/)!)/0,C-!3D9/&,$+-!S&#+)$+0%,-C!6#92+-:L!Gbbb5L!
2+&%,$*<+&<:!C,@/-!,%0!K/<<Qpracticed attention to ȃhuman needs,Ȅ intuition, and 
ȃemotional[] meaning[]Ȅ!3c/<</:!a!c/<</:L!EFGZL!224!EXQE\54!
! Y\!




seen in IDEOȂs theory of action, and consequently in The Teachers GuildȂs !
/+&<:!2&#C&+9!)/0,C-ȯ1*9+-Q$/-%/&/)!@+<*/0!+-)!+!)/0,&/!%#!'#0%/&!0/<'Q/'',$+$:!
0*CC/0%/)!%1/!2&,9+$:!#'!building teachersȂ capacity in reQ,9+C,-,-C!+-)!




%#Qteacher dialogue. As a result, the GuildȂs implicit hypothesis was that 
0$+''#<),-C!%/+$1/&0!%#K+&)!0*$$/00'*<!,92</9/-%+%,#-!#'!<+8#&+%#&:Q0$+</!,)/+0!
K#*<)!8/!0*'',$,/-%!%#!$&/+%/!9#9/-%*9!'#&!0:0%/9Q0$+</!01,'%04!D-!*-,-%/-)/)!
consequence of IDEOȂs theory of action, manifested in the GuildȂs early focus on 
%/+$1/&0!+%!%1/!/O$<*0,#-!#'!$#92</9/-%+&:!+$%#&0L!K+0!%#!+%%/-*+%/!%1/!2#%/-%,+<!
,92+$%!#'!,)/+0!$&/+%/)!8:!A*,<)!%/+$1/&Qmembers. That is, IDEOȂs concentrated 
'#$*0!#-!%1/!*0/&ȯ%1/!2/&0#-L!+-)!1/&!1*9+-!/O2/&,/-$/!+0!%1/!)&,@/&!#'!%1/!
0#<*%,#-0!%1+%!J"(P!)/0,C-0ȯdrew the GuildȂs!+K+&/-/00!+K+:!'&#9!0:0%/9,$!
'+$%#&0!%1+%!9+:!8/!,-%/C&+<!,-!01+ping or defining the userȂs experience. In the 




GuildȂs program design. These kinds of unintended co-0/B*/-$/0!+&/!K1+%!
7/-C/!3EFFY5!$+*%,#-/)!in ȃsystems thinking.Ȅ!
V&#9!,%0!',&0%!/,C1%//-!9#-%10L!%1/!A*,<)!%/+9!+22&/$,+%/)!9#&/!














%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-!8:!/0%+8<,01,-C!the necessary ȃsense of urgencyȄ ǻper Kotter 
















the GuildȂs initiatives. As one illustrative 2#,-%!#'!/@,)/-$/L!#'!%1/!YH!%/+$1/&Q
generated ideas developed in the GuildȂs STEM design collaborationL!+-)!#'!%1/!
eleven ȃfavoritesȄ that were selected by the broader Guild community, five of 
the ȃfavoritesȄ were developed by Spring Branch teachers!3U,%-/:!a!=#00+$$,L!
EFGH54!That is, Spring BranchȂs teachers garnered Śś% of th/!%#2Q&+%/)!,)/+0!,-!%1/!
GuildȂs STEM collaborationȯ),02&#2#&%,#-+%/<:!1,C1!&/2&/0/-%+%,#-!K1/-!
compared to their relative population in the Guild community. The GuildȂs 
/O2/&,/-$/!,-!72&,-C!S&+-$1!#''/&/)!&/,-'#&$,-C!/@,)/-$/!'#&!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-L!
+-)!bolstered the credibility and momentum necessary to shape the GuildȂs and 













In this capstoneȂs contextȯ+%!J"(PL!2+&%,$*<+&<:!K,%1!%1/!A*,<)!+-)!"X.ȯ
0%&*$%*&/!+-)!$*<%*&/!K/&/!R/:L!+<,C-/)!"%%,*%!,-!+$$/</&+%,-C!%1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%4!
These structural and cultural assets were driven by IDEOȂs relatively 
modest size and its organization among studios and ȃcreative products and 
services.Ȅ Structurally, while IDEO is Řś years old, it is not a large company, 
employing ŜśŖ colleagues across nine locations and several ȃcreative products 
and services.Ȅ Organizing itself around locations, studios, ȃcreative products !












critical attitudes. Here, I use ȃcriticalȄ not to suggest "$!+(E.#,E!'+*<%Q',-),-CL!
8*%!&+%1/&!'#$*0/)!+-+<:0,0!,-!%1/!2*&0*,%!#'!*&C/-%!0#<*%,#-04!J-!$#-%&+0%L!!
J"(P!$*<%,@+%/0!+-!+0%#-,01,-C<:!),@/&C/-%L!C/-/&+%,@/L!+-)!$&/+%,@/!$*<%*&/4!!
Here, I use ȃcreativeȄ not just to capture the art of conceiving something new, 
but more importantly the attitude of continually imagining ȃwhat might beȄ 
%#C/%1/&4!












c#%%/&!3Gbb\5!observes, ȃgetting rid of obstacles to changeȄ and ȃchanging 
systems or structures that seriously undermine the [change] visionȄ are critical 

















%&(0,"(3+<$"(<B(0,%3(30-*0"'%+($-<W"+0N!The Teachers GuildȂs fundraising needs 
2&#@,)/)!+!R/:!2#,-%!#'!</@/&+C/!'#&!9/!%#!+)@+-$/!%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%4!!
The PELP Coherence Framework identifies ȃresourcesȄ as ano%1/&!/-+8<,-C!
/</9/-%!'#&!,-0%&*$%,#-+<!,92&#@/9/-%!2&#C&+90L!+-)!%1/!A*,<)!1+)!,99/),+%/!
&/0#*&$/!-//)0!)*&,-C!%1/!0$#2/!#'!%1/!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%!,-!#&)/&!%#!&/9+,-!
solvent. Consequently, coupling my efforts with the GuildȂs development 
+$%,@,%,/0!8##0%/)!the teamȂs will for the work!K1,</!8&,-C,-C!%1/,&!/''#&%0!,-!
$<#0/&!+<,C-9/-%!+-)!$#1/&/-$/!K,%1!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-4!In MooreȂs and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GW!!J-!%1/!PELP Coherence FrameworkȂs parlance, more mature organizations exhibit 
more formalized ȃstructure,Ȅ which can also manifest in ȃsystemsȄ of talent processes 
+-)!%/$1-#<#C,$+<!0:0%/90!361,<)&/00!/%!+<4L!EFGGL!224!HQb54![*8<,$!+C/-$,/0!+&/!9#&/!
subject to ȃstakeholdersȂȄ demands and a more stringent operating ȃenvironment.Ȅ!
! HG!
KhagramȂs 3EFFX5!parlance, financial resource needs provided the ȃauthorizing 









the GuildȂs development needs were existential, as it required additional funds 
%#!$#-%,-*/!#2/&+%,-C!,-!EFGH4!
D0!+!&/0*<%L!9*$1!#'!%1/!@,0,#-L!,92+$%L!+-)!9/%&,$!)/',-,%,#-!)/0$&,8/)!!
,-!%1/!8)1!(4!*+,!7*)"*,2.1!C)(D,1*!was closely coupled with the GuildȂs 
)/@/<#29/-%!-//)04!J-!)#,-C!0#L!J!$+2,%+<,M/)!#-!%1/!,-%/&/0%0!#'!2&#02/$%,@/!
21,<+-%1&#2,$!)#-#&0Ȃ!to bring the GuildȂs activities +-)!'#$*0!,-!$<#0/&!$#1/&/-$/!
K,%1!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-L!as expressed through the GuildȂs '*-)&+,0,-C!2,%$1/0!
3+0!,-!D22/-),O!"54!Prospective philanthropic donorsȂ areas of inquiry +<,C-/)!














intended to pursue were consistently keen to understand the GuildȂs program 
/@+<*+%,#-!+22&#+$1!3+0!,-!D22/-),O!V54!>1,0!'*-)/&!,-%/&/0%!)#@/%+,</)!$<#0/<:!







ȃdataQdrivenȄ orientationǼ.!In KotterȂs 3Gbb\5!2+&<+-$/L!J!*0/)!',-+-$,+<!
considerations to ȃplan[] for and creat[e] shortQterm winsȄ %1+%!'#0%/&/)!
ȃincreased credibilityȄ to ȃconsolidat[e] improvements and produc[e] still more 
changeȄ 324!YG54!J-)//)L!2#0,%,@/!2&#C&/00!K,%1!%1/!A*,<)!/-C/-)/&/)!$&/),8,<,%:L!
$*&,#0,%:L!+-)!$#-@/&0+%,#-!K,%1!%1/!"/0,C-!'#&!./+&-,-C!0%*),#L!2+&%,$*<+&<:!+0!
the GuildȂs director, DŚLȂs portfolio director, and DŚLȂs managing director met !
+-)!$#Q2<+--/)!K//R<:!+0!+!</+)/&01,2!%/+94!>1,0!/-+8</)!+$$/00!'#&!9/!%#!8/C,-!
connecting my theory of action with DŚLȂs business development efforts. !
! HZ!




studioȂs solvency and their direct influence over the shape of DŚLȂs future work. 
My hope was to bring DŚLȂ0!8*0,-/00!)/@/<#29/-%!+$%,@,%,/0!,-!$<#0/&!+<,C-9/-%!
K,%1!9:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-!8:!/-$#*&+C,-C!9#&/!1+8,%*+<!$#-0,)/&+%,#-!#'!),@/&0/!
representation through DŚLȂs clients, crossQ&#</!$#<<+8#&+%,#-!+9#-C!/)*$+%#&0L!
+-)!%1/!0*0%/-+-$/!#'!/)*$+%#&Q)&,@/-!,--#@+%,#-04!
Q,B(#$!%1/!0$#2/!#'!%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%L!,%!,0!K#&%1!-#%,-C!%1+%!!
',-+-$,+<!$#-0,)/&+%,#-0!$+-!impede DŚLȂs and the GuildȂs aspirations to engage 
2*8<,$!/)*$+%,#-!#&C+-,M+%,#-0!%#!+!C&/+%/&!)/C&//4!V#&!/O+92</L!#'%/-!9#&/!%1+-!






ȃ[D! 2*8<,$! 0$1##<! ),0%&,$%f! K+0! ,-%/&/0%/)! ,-! K#&R,-C! K,%1! #*&!!
e"X.f! 0%*),#4! >1/:! $#-%+$%/)! *0! %#! /O2<#&/! 1#K! K/! 9,C1%! 1/<2!
%1/9! 8&,-C! ,--#@+%,#-! %#! %1/,&! ),0%&,$%L! +0! %1/:! &/$/-%<:! 2+00/)! +!






%1/! 0%&+%/C:L! %1/! #@/&+&$1,-C! +22&#+$1L! +-)! %1/! /O2/&,/-$/! %1+%!






influence and shape these organizationsȂ agendas toward public education 
/-%,%,/0. IDEOȂs recent experience with Carnegie Corporation of New York offers 
+!2&##'!2#,-%!%1+%!0*$1!+)@#$+$:!,0!2<+*0,8</!+-)!+$1,/@+8</]!"X.!+-)!%1/!A*,<)!
K#&R/)!N#,-%<:!'#&!+!'#*-)+%,#-!$<,/-%L!+-)!%1/,&!&/0*<%,-C!)/<,@/&+8</0!+&/!











x The Teachers Guild’s financial considerations were immediately existential, while 
:SP’s were less so.!U1,</!8*0,-/00!)/@/<#29/-%!+$%,@,%,/0!'#&!+!$#-0*<%,-C!
organization are certainly necessary for that organizationȂs ongoing 
! H\!
0*0%+,-+8,<,%:L!"X.!1+)!0%&#-C/&!2&#02/$%,@/!$<,/-%!,-%/&/0%!#@/&!%1/!$#*&0/!
of this strategic project relative to the GuildȂs prospective funder interest. 
As a result, DŚLȂs sense of financial urgencyȯK1,</!9/+-,-C'*<ȯ!
K+0!</00!+$*%/!%1+-!%1+%!#'!>1/!>/+$1/&0!A*,<)L!K1#!'+$/)!%1/!2#%/-%,+<!!















the framework identifies ȃstakeholdersȄ as enabling participants for instructional 
,92&#@/9/-%!2&#C&+904!D0!2&/@,/K/)!,-!%1/!:,%.2#!(4!*+,!7*)"*,2.1!C)(D,1*L!J!*0/)!
/O%/&-+<!0%+R/1#<)/&!/-C+C/9/-%!+-)!/O%/&-+<<:Q'+$,-C!$<,/-%!)/<,@/&+8</0!%#!
enhance the ȃauthorizing environmentȄ!#'!%1/!A*,<)!+-)!"X.L!%1/&/8:!
! "#!
$%&'()&'*+!&,-!GuildȂs and DŚLȂs ȃtask!environmentȄ &%!$%.-!/0%1-02!/%,-.-!)*3!
)0'+*!4'&,!$2!&,-%.2!%5!)/&'%*!67%%.-!8!9,)+.)$:!;<<=>?!
@.'%.!!"#$%&'%()*(+,)%!observed the Carnegie Corporation of New YorkȂs!
6;<A#>!interest in advancing ȃgreater collaboration, coherence… [and] 
integrationȄ!in the education sectorȂs innovation efforts!6B?!A>?!C!/)B'&)0'D-3!%*!
CarnegieȂs C*&-+.)&'%*!E-1'+*!F%*1%.&'G$!)1!)!4-00H)0'+*-3!(-*G-!5%.!$-!&%!
)3()*/-!the GuildȂs and DŚLȂs activities '*!)!$)**-.!/%,-.-*&!4'&,!$2!&,-%.2!%5!
)/&'%*!6B-.!@IJ@>?!C*!B).&'/G0).:!&,-!B)'*!B%'*&1!&,)&!F).*-+'-!'3-*&'5'-3!).%G*3!
3'1/%**-/&'%*:!5.)+$-*&)&'%*:!)*3!)&&-*G)&-3!1%/')0!'$B)/&!)0'+*-3!/0%1-02!4'&,!
this capstoneȂs desire to ȃincrease the reach, lifetime, perseverance, and adoption 
of innovations in education.Ȅ CarnegieȂs call for ȃdynamism across t,-!K?L?!
education systemȄ shared!this capstoneȂs appreciation for the promise that 
ȃcreativity and innovationȄ offer our schools and our young people. At the !
same time, CarnegieȂs theory about the ameliorating potential of ȃintegration,Ȅ 
ȃcollaboration,Ȅ and ȃcoherenceȄ aligned!/0%1-02!4'&,!$2!&,-%.2!%5!)/&'%*!&%!
foster ȃrelationships and 1&.G/&G.-1!&,)&!-)1-!)*3!)//-0-.)&-!%.+)*'D)&'%*)0!
changeȄ and design ȃexplicit linkages between teachers, school leaders, and 
district colleaguesȄ in creative, innovative activities. In short, the Integration 
E-1'+*!F%*1%.&'G$!B.%('3-3!1B)/-:!-1&)M0'1,-3!G.+-*/2:!)*3!$).1,)0-3!
.-1%G./-1!/%,-.-*&!4'&,!$2!&,-%.2!%5!)/&'%*, expanding the ȃauthorizing 
environmentȄ that accelerated significantly this strategic project ǻas evidenced by 
NBB-*3'O!I>?!

























reasons. First, such an approach appears antithetical to IDEOȂs humanQ$/-%/&/)!
@+<*/0!+-)!$*<%*&/L!+0!/@,)/-$/)!,-!%1/,&!%1/ory of action per BrownȂs 3EFFb5!+-)!
! HW!





in GanzȂs 3EFGG5!parlance, shared ȃstories of usȄȯ%1+%!C*,)/)!%1/!K#&R!+%!1+-)4!
The Teachers GuildȂs, "X.Ȃs, and my shared aspiration of encouraging social 
2&#C&/00!2&#@,)/)!$#99#-!C&#*-)!%#!</+&-!+8#*%!+-)!'&#9!/+$1!#%1/&L!8*,<)!





shared stories, and Appendices B, D, E, F, and G illustrate how GanzȂs approach 
9#%,@+%/)!%1,0!0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%4!
How were these shared stories synthesized? Comparing IDEOȂs and my 











The ȃnorth starȄ of encouraging positive social progress enabled IDEO 
,./!6&!$'!,1)3.!,./!6&(3&!'0(!&++'($*:!;%)*!,55(',-%!0$)1)<&/!FisherȂ*8!UryȂ*8!
and PattonȂs!=>##>?!.&3'$),$)'.!$&-%.)@0&*!to ȃfocus on interests, not positionsȄ 
=5:!AB?!).!'(/&(!to ȃ).4&.$!'5$)'.*!+'(!60$0,1!3,).Ȅ!=5:!CD?:!E)$%!(&*5&-$!$'!62!
'F.!4,10&*!,*!,.!&/0-,$)'.!1&,/&(8!G!,6!&H-)$&/!,9'0$!$%&!5'$&.$),1!9&.&+)$*!$%,$!

























beneficial in relation to my individual, IDEOȂs organizational, and our shared 
@1'4(!7.&/.&*&(,>!
!














leadership opportunities that respond to the calls of IDEOȂs humanQ$/-%/&/)!































few weeksȂ time that then became a nucleus around which supporting details 
K/&/!8*,<%4!
J!+9!/-$#*&+C/)!+-)!,-@,C#&+%/)!8:!%1/0/!&/$/-%!0*$$/00/0!K,%1!0%#&:Q







ȃThe servantQ</+)/&! .%! servant first… It begins with the natural 
'//<,-C! %1+%! #-/! K+-%0! %#! 0/&@/L! %#! 0/&@/! 4.)%*… That person is 
01+&2<:!),''/&/-%!'&#9!#-/!K1#!,0!/,"$,)!first… For such it will be a 





ȃWhen the Master [leader] governs, the people are hardly aware that 
1/!exists… The Master [leader] doesnȂt talk, he acts. When his work 
is done, the people sayǱ ȁAmazingǱ we did it, all by ourselves!ȂȄ!324!
GH5!
J!%+R/!%1/0/!</+)/&01,2!@,0,#-0!%#!1/+&%!+-)!$+&/!)//2<:!+8#*%!/-C+C,-C!K,%1!






such an approach also directly reinforces IDEOȂs!3EFGZ5!#&C+-,M+%,#-+<!@+<*/0!%#!
ȃtake ownershipȄ in order to ȃhelp others be successful.Ȅ!
P-/!#'!9:!#-C#,-C!9+-+C/&0!+-)!9/-%#&0!#-$/!$1+&+$%/&,M/)!9/!!















adaptive journey as an ȃiterative processȄ that toggles between ȃinterventionsȄ 
+-)!&/'</$%,#-0!324!ZE5. IDEOȂs theory of action similarly appreciates the 
importance of ȃhelp[ing] clients envision… the futureȄ and ȃbuild[ing]!&#+)!
























%1&#*C1!9:!)#$%#&+<!0%*),/0!using ȃimmunity to changeȄ concepts and protocols!
3c/C+-!a!.+1/:L!EFFb54!J-!%1/!<,%/&+%*&/L!%1/!+8#@/!+22&#+$1!,0!+!$/-%&+<!'/+%*&/!
of the ȃpositive devianceȄ philosophy, used to address adaptive challenges 
2+&%,$*<+&<:!,-!%1/!2*8<,$!1/+<%1!0/$%#&!3[+0$+</!/%!+<4L!EFGF54!
!
























































6#1/&/-$/!V&+9/K#&R5!and are reflected in HeifetzȂs!3GbbX5, KotterȂs 3Gbb\5L!+-)!















Through regular use and refinement of the GuildȂs new program 












associated metrics for ȃdeeper learningȄ as articulated by Fine & Mehta 3EFGX54!!











,-$)'.8!-'.$).0&/!,$$&.$)'.!$'!6'(&!/)4&(*&!representation across IDEOȂs 
&/0-,$)'.!-1)&.$*ȯ9'$%!).!$25&*!'+!*-%''1*!,*!F&11!,*!(,-),1!,./!*'-)'&-'.'6)-!











an opportunity to enhance the GuildȂs and DŚLȂs efficacy by integrating DŚCȂs 
insights more regularly into the GuildȂs and DŚLȂs future work.!
!
! bF!





this capstoneȂs theories of action. For the sector at large, educators m+:!8/-/',%!
'&#9!&/'#$*0,-C!#*&!2#<,$:!+%%/-%,#-!%#K+&)!&/<+%,#-01,20L!8*,<),-C!$1+-C/!
9+-+C/9/-%!%/$1-,B*/0!,-%#!/)*$+%,#-!,--#@+%,#-0L!)/0,C-,-C!9#&/!2*&2#0/'*<!








educatorsȂ imagination with >1/!>/+$1/&0!A*,<)L!%#!',/<)!&/0/+&$1!'#&!6+&-/C,/Ȃs!
J-%/C&+%,#-!"/0,C-!6#-0#&%,*9L!%#!8*0,-/00!)/@/<#29/-%!'#&!%1/!!
"/0,C-!'#&!./+&-,-C!0%*),#L!K/!1/+&)!&/2/+%/)<:!+8#*%!%1/!,0#<+%,#-!%1+%!%/+$1/&0!











































,nto education leadersȂ innovation practices 8&,)C/0!%1/!%&+-0,%,#-!'&#9!)/0,C-!%#!













































ȃWe can counter feelings of .%(/"*.(#! K,%1! %1/! /O2/&,/-$/! #'!
L,/(-,$#,%%! #&! %(/.$").*B4!>1,0! ,0! %1/! &#</!#'!9+00!9//%,-C0L! 0,-C,-CL!
$#99#-! )&/00L! +-)! 01+&/)! <+-C*+C/! e,4/4L! 0%#&,/0f4! >1,0! ,0! K1:!





educators’ ideas and innovative approaches, and support *+,!%&)-.-"/0!%&%*,#"#1,0!"#$!
2)(3*+!(4!*+(%,!.$,"%!"#$!.##(-"*.(#%5!IDEOȂs theory of action prioritized a humanQ
$/-%/&/)!+22&#+$1!%#!'#0%/&!,--#@+%,#-0!%1+%!K#&R!K/<<L!'//<!C##)L!+-)!)/0$&,8/!
+-!/O2<,$,%!2+%1!%#!+!$#92/<<,-C!'*%*&/4!;:!%1/#&:!#'!+$%,#-!1:2#%1/0,M/)!%1+%!




IDEOȂs and my the#&,/0!#'!+$%,#-4!J-!2+&%,$*<+&L!,%!+22/+&0!%1+%!8#<0%/&,-C!
! b\!




inclusion and racial diversity in IDEOȂs future work can enhance the positive 
0#$,+<!2&#C&/00!'&#9!/)*$+%,#-!,--#@+%,#-0!K1,</!,92&#@,-C!/B*,%:!+-)!+$$/00!%#!
#22#&%*-,%:4!







and visibility helped sustain the strategic projectȂs tempo.!;:!0%&+%/C:!'#&!%1,0!
0%&+%/C,$!2&#N/$%!$+2,%+<,M/)!#-!&/0#*&$/!-//)0!%#!/0%+8<,01!0%+R/1#<)/&!
+$$#*-%+8,<,%:ȯ,-!%1/!$#ntext of IDEOȂs culture and structureȯ%#!8&,-C!%1/!
GuildȂs and DŚLȂs activities into closer coherence and alignment with my theory 
#'!+$%,#-4!
As encouraged by GanzȂs public narrative framework, The Teachers 
A*,<)L!"X., and I forged IDEOȂs and my theories of action ǻȃstories of selfȄǼ into 
shared aspirations ǻȃstories of usȄǼ that propelled efforts in the strategic project 



























































































































































Harlem ChildrenȂs Zone. ǻŘŖŖşǼ. c+"*,-,)!.*!*"G,%M!8!3+.*,!'"',)!(#!*+,!R")/,E!






























































c/<</:L!>4L!a!.,%%9+-L!j4!3EFF\54!The ten faces of innovation: IDEO’s strategies for 


























































































=#%10%/,-L!=4L!j+$#80/-L!=4L!a!U,<)/&L!>4!3EFFYL!_#@/98/&!GZQŗŚǼ. ȃProficiency for 
































































!Appendix B: Forward-Looking Impact Model for  






S O C I A L  
P R O B L E M
M I S S I O N S T R AT E G Y O U T C O M E S I M PA C T
What pain points 





reforms are often 
imposed on them 
rather than designed 
and led by them, 
creating a system that 
isolates teachers and 
is disconnected from 
students' evolving 
needs.
What do we strive 
to accomplish? 
The Teachers Guild 




change for and from 
their classrooms.
What is the 
experience we 
offer teachers to 
accomplish our 
mission?
Do design thinking and 
build creative capacity
Learn in a creative 
collaborative
Lead locally to 
catalyze creativity 
nationally
How will we know 




honored as creative 
leaders
Better solutions for 
students and schools
System adopts and 
welcomes teacher 
innovations
How will we 
continue to impact 







profession into a 
creative force for 
our schools and 
communities.
The Teachers Guild aspires to mobilize 
all of our nation's teacher-innovators, 
sparking better solutions in service of 
our diverse students' evolving needs.
2
Impact Model
O U T  O F  3.5  M I L L I O N  E L E M E N TA R Y  A N D 
S E C O N D A R Y  U.S .  T E A C H E R S .. .
. . .R O U G H LY  90,000 A R E  T E A C H E R- 
I N N O VAT O R S
Impact Model
The Guild will mobilize 90,000 teacher-
innovators in 5 years
Sources:  http://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=28!|!Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (2003)
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The Guild will build on 
experience from its 
launch year, deepening 
engagement with teachers, 
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!Appendix C: Pro Forma Financial Analysis for  
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3We are  
The Teachers Guild. 
Nice to meet you.
“There is this shared belief among 
educators today that the status 
quo is not okay. And that we are 
actually in the position to do 
something about it.”
—   A N U  O Z A , 7T H  G R A D E  E N G L I S H  T E A C H E R,  




Although teachers have freedom to shape 
the details in their classrooms, many feel that 
education reform is often imposed on them 
rather than designed and lead by them. This 
creates a system that isolates teachers and is 
disconnected from students’ evolving needs.
Teachers are the innovators education 
has been waiting for, and that every 
teacher has an inner designer capable of 
creating better solutions for our students  
and schools.
W E  B E L I E V E
7
Our teachers are 
redesigning their 
profession into a 
creative force for 
our students, schools, 
and communities.
8 9
C O A C H I N G  & M E N T O R S H I P  
P R O G R A M S
L O C A L  O F F L I N E  E V E N T S
A  PA R T N E R  N E T W O R K 
A  T O O L K I T  F O R  E D U C AT O R S
A N  O N L I N E  P L AT F O R M
Where educators collaborate and create beyond  
school walls.
Developing teachers’ creative capacity.
Where educators expand their creative leadership.
Helping bring teacher-designed solutions to life. 
Where teachers learn creative problem solving  
methods and mindsets. 
The Teachers Guild is a member-led community that offers: 
10
Kristian’s Mock College Application App, designed to quickly 
introduce high schoolers to the college application process, 
was selected as a favorite solution in the To And Through 
College collaboration, in partnership with First Lady Michelle 
Obama’s College Readiness initiative. She is currently  
using her idea to better prepare her students and increase 




realize I was 
part of the 
solution.”
—   K R I S T I A N  O W E N S, H I G H  S C H O O L  C O U N S E L O R, 
WA S H I N G T O N, D C
Implementing Partner: 
Reach Higher
With The Teachers 
Guild, teachers are 
creating systemic 





D E S I G N I N G
L E A R N I N G
L E A D I N G




Teachers join design challenges 
called “collaborations”, contributing 
innovative solutions for classrooms 
while strengthening their creative 
capacity.
Coaches guide teachers through  
the design process and run in-person 
events, while partners and industry 
mentors support them and help bring 
their solutions to life. 
Teachers become creative leaders 
in their communities by sharing 
ideas, promoting teacher-designed 
solutions, and inviting their fellow 













most pressing  
issues:
14 15
A  C U LT U R E  O F  I N N O VAT I O N 
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  1
S T U D E N T  C U R I O S I T Y
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  2
T E A C H E R  P R O F E S S I O N A L  L E A R N I N G
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  3
T O  A N D  T H R O U G H  C O L L E G E
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  4
S T U D E N T S  A S  M A K E R S
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  5
PA R E N T-T E A C H E R  C O N F E R E N C E S
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  6
C H A R A C T E R  B U I L D I N G
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  7
S T E M
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  8
C I V I C  E N G A G E M E N T
C O L L A B O R AT I O N  9
16
Will’s Spoken Journey Slam, developed during the Parent-
Teacher Conference collaboration, is a creative curriculum 
for student-led parent teacher conferences. To spark 
conversation, students present their learning journey to 
parents using spoken word. It is currently being piloted in 
several Royal Society of Arts (RSA) schools in the UK.
“The Guild  




ideas that I can 
take back to  
my school.”
—   W I L L  C AVA D A , 6T H  G R A D E  E N G L I S H  L A N G U A G E  A R T S 
T E A C H E R, S A N  J O S E ,  C A
17
Implementing Partner: 







at the Stanford 
K-12 Lab. 





More teachers are honored as creative leaders
There are better solutions for our students 
and schools
Our education system adopts and welcomes 
innovative teacher solutions
19
Charlie is an English teacher from Maryland with 15 years of experience. 
During the Culture of Innovation collaboration, Charlie shared his idea 
“The Sub Hack” with his peers in The Teachers Guild. His idea is an easy 
to implement program for substitute teachers to facilitate student-led 
‘passion projects’ when a teacher is absent. 
Charlie’s Teachers Guild peers, as well as his students, helped to prototype 
his idea, and a mentor at Google for Education helped to build an 
implementation plan. 
Charlie discovered there was a much bigger world outside his classroom. 
He now leads workshops as a Teachers Guild coach, and inspires other 
teachers in his school and community to design better solutions together.
20













“I’m part of The 
Guild because  
I want teachers 
to have a voice 
in creating 
change.”





We launched in late 
2015, and in our first 
year:
Teachers across all 50 states became members, 
embracing their potential as designers of change
Average monthly membership growth reaching 
even more communities
Ideas and insights for classroom solutions were 
posted by teachers
Educator Toolkits were downloaded, inspiring 






Skyler and the Spring Branch Independent School District 
first partnered with The Teachers Guild with the goal  
of bringing active STEM solutions to their district. Spring 
Branch now hosts design thinking meet-ups in their 
community to inspire innovative thinking among their 
teachers. They are looking forward to piloting the solutions 
that emerge from the STEM collaboration in their schools. 
25
“Working with The 
Guild has helped us 
strategically activate 
human centered 
solutions in our 
District! The Guild 
has helped us create 
a process to elevate 
teacher ideas in our 
District.” 
—   S K Y L E R  R O S S A C C I,  S P E C I A L  I N I T I AT I V E S  L E A D,  
S P R I N G  B R A N C H  I N D E P E N D E N T  S C H O O L  D I S T R I C T, 
H O U S TO N, T X
Implementing Partner: 
Spring Branch Independent School District
We collaborate  
with a diverse group  
of partners who 
are committed to 
mentoring teachers 
and bringing their 
solutions to life.
26 27
S C H O O L  I N N O VAT O R S
E D U C AT I O N  L E A D E R S
I N D U S T R Y  B U I L D E R S
28
Danny’s idea “Survival Week”, developed during the To And 
Through College collaboration, is a game that students can 
play to prepare themselves for the realities of college life. 
It was prototyped by students and engineers at Facebook’s 
Hackathon. Danny has continued to workshop the game  
and regularly joins Guild collaborations to share new ideas 
and support his peers.
29
“Everybody asks 
our students to 
be career ready, 
but until I talked 
to engineers at 
Facebook, I didn’t 
know what that 
was.”
—   D A N N Y  S C U D E R I,  6T H  G R A D E  S O C I A L  S T U D I E S  T E A C H E R,  
S A N  F R A N C I S C O, C A
Implementing Partner: 
Facebook
Our online platform 
set a new  
standard for design 
in education.
30 31
The leading international award honoring 
excellence on the Internet
Winner, Associations Category
W E B B Y  AWA R D
Recognizing excellence in all areas of 
design enterprise
Winner, Design Education Initiative Category
C O R E  77 AWA R D
32
As a Teachers Guild coach, Michael helps our teachers 
develop their creative capacity through design thinking 
during the online collaborations. He also hosts local 
brainstorming and prototyping events for his school and 
teacher community in New York.
33
“Being a coach means 
I get to work with 
amazing educators 
who bring innovation 
to their craft…and see 
opportunities where 
others see problems.”
—   M I C H A E L  S C H U R R, 3R D  G R A D E  T E A C H E R, 
T E A C H E R S  G U I L D  C O A C H, N E W  YO R K , N Y
What’s next for The 
Teachers Guild?
34 35
We will broaden our support resources 
through in-person collaboration experiences, 
professional development workshops, 
certifications, and a coaching program. 
We will encourage the implementation of 
teacher-generated ideas through grant 
programs, pilot guidance, an idea exchange, 
and a portfolio of teacher solutions. 
We will deepen our relationships with school 
districts, communities of color, and other 
education leaders to ensure teacher-generated 
solutions are adopted and every teacher has  
an equal opportunity to have their voice heard.
We will reach 90,000 teachers by 2020, 
focusing directly on connecting with 
diverse schools and communities, so that 
more teachers and their students have the 
opportunity to flex their creativity muscle.





Drive the spread and 








to imagine high 
quality learning 
experiences for all 
learners?
Fund our online and offline communities to help us reach even more 
creative leaders across the country. Connectors will have the chance to 
design and co-host workshops, special events, and fundraisers, helping us 
deepen our impact in coming years. 
Be a part of  
our future.
36 37
Invest in the long-term future of The Teachers Guild to ensure we continue 
to support teachers on their path toward creative leadership. Founders 
will advise on the strategic growth and direction of The Guild and will have 
the opportunity to join Riverdale Country School and IDEO for creative 
leadership tours at the front lines of education design.  
Sponsor a collaboration and inspire our teacher innovators to design 
solutions for an education question that matters deeply to you. 
Collaborators have the unique opportunity to influence the conversation  
by selecting the theme and inviting their network to participate. 
F O U N D E R
C O L L A B O R AT O R










Andre’s innovative app Mentor connects college students 
to a network of mentors, keeping them accountable and on 
track to graduate. His idea is currently being developed by 
Salesforce.org.
39
“The Guild is a wealth 
of information from 
stories to ideas!  
It reinforces for me 
that education needs 
to be a collaborative 
partnership.”
—   A N D R E  D O U G L A S,  C O L L E G E  A D V I S O R,  
C O L L E G E  A D V I S I N G  C O R E ,  L A N C A S T E R,  PA
Implementing Partner: 
Salesforce
The Teachers Guild is an initiative of PLUSSED, a registered 501c3 at 
Riverdale Country School, and the design firm IDEO.
T E A C H E R S G U I L D.O R G






Supporting teachers as innovators
and setting their ideas up for successful 
integration across schools and systems
Challenge  
In July 2016, the Carnegie Corporation of New York assembled the Integra-
tion Design Consortium—a group of consultants and thinkers in the education 
sector, to engage with the following challenge:
How can we encourage better integration across the  
U.S. education system?
From the Carnegie Corporation's vantage point looking across approaches and 
the sector, it's clear that although there have been significant investments in 
a wide variety of solutions to create change in education, the results have not 
been as impactful as hoped. The goal for the Integration Design Consortium 
is to drive toward solutions that link the efforts of teachers, principals, and 
district leaders, which will lead to remarkable education experiences.
IDEO + The Teachers Guild 
The topics explored with the Consortium are deeply connected to IDEO's 
education work: IDEO is a global design company that seeks to create positive 
impact through design. Last year, IDEO's Design for Learning studio launched  
The Teachers Guild, a member-led community where teachers innovate for  
and from their classroom. It explores how teacher-created ideas lead to sys-
temic change in education. 
The perspective that IDEO adds to this conversation therefore starts from a 
teacher-centered point of view.
Approach 
Through interviews with education practitioners and members of The Teachers  
Guild, a review of relevant research, and analogous research outside of 
education, the IDEO team gathered a wide range of perspectives. Based on 
the synthesis of the learnings, three areas of opportunity emerged that help 
identify what action steps might help amplify and sustain teacher-driven 
innovation, and ultimately lead to change in the sector.
H O W  D O  T E A C H E R S 
L E A R N  F R O M  E A C H 
O T H E R ?
H O W  D O  I D E A S  F O R M 
I N  E D U C AT I O N?
H O W  D O  T E A C H E R-
G E N E R AT E D  I D E A S 
I N T E G R AT E  I N 
T H E  L A R G E R  S Y S T E M?
Innovation is often perceived 
as radical new solutions. But 
in education, the majority of 
successful innovation happens 
through creatively adapting 
what works to new contexts. 
Educators often focus on 
customizing an idea, proven 
to work in another classroom, 
to the needs of their own stu-
dents. As LaChé, elementary 
school teacher in Columbia, SC, 
described, “I think about what 
I might be able to pull from the 
ideas, and tweak them.”
When ideas feel "pushed," 
resistance can be stifling. But 
when teachers feel they’re on 
the same team with principals 
and district leaders, and are 
aligned around a common 
vision, innovation thrives.  
Kristine, principal at El Paso 
High School, has spent years 
building her team's alignment 
so that, “Creativity and innovation 
[have] become who we are.”
Inside and outside of the 
classroom, ideas are passed 
on from one person to the 
next. Given the importance of 
relationships, it is remarkable 
that most education reforms 
are oriented toward tools, 
content, and systems—not 
personal connections. There 
is great opportunity for digital 
tools to evolve and facilitate 
these connections: “Technology 
is awesome, but there’s nothing 
like talking with someone face-
to-face,” says Jazmin, a high 









How might we build the 
creative capabilities of  
school districts?
How might we recognize 
teachers as masters of 
adaptation?
How might we elevate 












I N T E G R AT ES P R E A DG E N E R AT E








We nurture a growing community of 90,000 teacher-
innovators who represent our national teaching corps 
by school type, income, and race…
…With a particular focus on serving communities of 
modest means and communities of color.
The Guild community engages together more deeply 
and regularly than typical teacher leadership 
alternatives…
…And distinctively unites teachers, principals, and 
district colleagues—often disconnected—around the 
shared excitement of innovation.
More than 100 education, business, technology, and 
philanthropic partners have invested in growing and 
developing Guild teachers over the past three years…
…And with their support, Guild teachers are 
advancing the pace of education innovation, 
generating over 5,000 ideas and insights in the past 
three years.
Through their Guild experience, teachers report 
greater competence and confidence with their work…
…And encourage fellow educators to join the Guild 
experience.
Not only do principals and district colleagues identify 
Guild teachers as creative leaders in their schools…
…But fellow educators are also eager for Guild 
teacher innovations, as one-fifth of Guild teacher 
ideas have been adopted in other schools and 
classrooms.
Metrics (Evidence of Strategy / Impact)
Strategy Impact
We nurture a growing community 
of 90,000 teacher-innovators 
who represent our national 
teaching corps by school type, 
income, and race…
…With a particular focus 
on serving communities of 
modest means and 
communities of color.
The Guild community engages 
together more deeply and 
regularly than typical teacher 
leadership alternatives…
…And distinctively unites 
teachers, principals, and district 
colleagues—often 
disconnected—around the 
shared excitement of innovation.
More than 100 education, business, 
technology, and philanthropic 
partners have invested in growing 
and developing Guild teachers over 
the past three years…
…And with their support, Guild 
teachers are advancing the pace 
of education innovation, 
generating over 5,000 ideas and 
insights in the past three years.
Through their Guild 
experience, teachers report 
greater competence and 
confidence with their work…
…And encourage fellow 
educators to join the 
Guild experience.
Not only do principals and 
district colleagues identify 
Guild teachers as creative 
leaders in their schools…
…But fellow educators are also 
eager for Guild teacher 
innovations, as one-fifth of Guild 
teacher ideas have been adopted 




Better solutions for 
our students and our 
schools
Pipeline / conversion rate chart 
showing number of people at 
each phase of Guild interaction 
(e.g., social, platform, post, lead)
Pie chart of Guild revenue (% 
individual donors, % corporate 
donors, % grants, % earned 
revenue, etc.)





Every teacher has an 
inner designer
Comparative benchmarks / KPIs 
relative to alternative 
professional development 
programs
# distribution of philanthropic 
donors:
• # individual donors
• # foundations
% of donors who have given more 
than once
% of donors who have given 2+ 
years in a row
% of donors who get their friends to 
donate
# of Guild-teacher-submitted ideas 
that are amplified through partners






• By type of school (e.g., public 
district, public charter, private) 
[1]
% distribution of Guild 
members:
• % African American
• % Asian
• % Latino
• % Native American
• % White [2]
# of local Guild chapters [3] # of in-person events
• Meet-ups
• Coaching / mentorship
# of partners Quality of Guild-teacher-
submitted ideas (as assessed 
against Guild-defined criteria)
Teachers' self-reported sense 
of self-efficacy






% distribution of students 
served by Guild members:
• % African American
• % Asian
• % Latino
• % Native American
• % White
# of local Guild collaborations in 
partnership with districts [4]
# / % of Guild users who have 
participated in in-person Guild 
events
Teachers' self-reported sense 
of connection
% of members with complete 
user profiles
% of Guild members 
working in Title I / FRLS 
schools
Time on site # and quality of new educator 
relationships (Do you know 
anyone on the Guild right now?)
Return visits
Toolkit downloads
Time from sign-up to first post
LEAD locally 
and nationally
Teachers viewed as a 
creative force for our 
students, schools, 
and communities
Impressions on social media (e.
g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Medium)
# / % of Guild-teacher-submitted 
ideas with cross-role 
collaboration (e.g., teacher, 
principal, district staff)
# of grants awarded to Guild 
teachers
Increased member strength in 
Guild's five core competencies 
(Diagnostic against five 
competencies of experimental, 
human-centered, collaborative, 
etc.) [5]
Net Promoter Score Net Promoter Score # / % adoption rate of Guild-
teacher-submitted ideas
• In home school / district
• In other schools / districts
More teachers 
honored as creative 
leaders
Followers on social media (e.g., 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Medium)




Stories / case studies / 
qualitative insights from 
focus groups and 
interviews
Stories / case studies / 
qualitative insights from 
focus groups and interviews
# of districts that have 
implemented Guild-teacher-
submitted ideas
An education system 
that adopts and 
welcomes innovative 
teacher solutions





!Appendix G: Retrospective Impact Report for  








“There is this shared belief among 
educators today that the status quo is 
not okay. And that we are actually in 
the position to do something about it.”
— ANU OZA, 7TH GRADE ENGLISH TEACHER
2Our team is inspired by the everyday innovation of our teachers. In the past  
18 months, we launched an online community of 6,500 teachers and traveled across 
the United States to learn from their experience. From the U.S./Mexico border in  
El Paso, to Silicon Valley, to New York City, to Atlanta and South Carolina, what we 
know is that when you peek into school walls, and see how teachers strive to inspire 
and engage their students, it’s remarkable.
Teachers are transforming their classrooms with impactful approaches like 
personalized and project-based learning. They are building new skills in technology 
and data management. And in this divisive time, teachers are leading courageous 
discussions about race, immigration, religion, and privilege with their students, 
schools, and communities. However, while teachers have the greatest impact on 
our students, their innovations go unseen and their expertise goes unrecognized. 
Teachers too often are left out of the decision-making. Together, with all of you, 
we want to change that. The time for teachers is now, and we hope our community 
will honor teachers as creative leaders, create better solutions for our students 
and schools, and catalyze a system that welcomes and adopts teacher-designed 
solutions.





3The toolkit was created by IDEO and Riverdale Country School to  
support teachers as designers, problem-solving for their students 
every day. It introduces educators to design thinking and provides 
scaffolding and resources to support teachers in creating new solutions 
for their classrooms, schools, and communities. The toolkit became a 
global phenomenon as educators discovered a process that enabled them  
to be more human-centered, optimistic, collaborative, and experimental  
in their practice.
The Teachers Guild journey 
began in 2011 with the Design 
Thinking for Educators Toolkit.
The toolkit has been 
translated into 6    
languages







5The Teachers Guild is a member-led community where teachers can 
create systemic change for and from their classroom. Our hope is that by 
consistently innovating for students’ evolving needs, teachers will 
transform their profession into a creative force.
OUR DESIRED IMPACT




Teachers honored as creative leaders
Better solutions for our students and schools
A system that welcomes and adopts  
teacher-designed solutions




design a better 
future with and 
for their students.
We designed an experience—both online and in person—that allows 




Learn creative problem-solving methods and mindsets
ONLINE PLATFORM  
Collaborate and create better solutions
COACHING AND MENTORSHIP 
Develop creative capacity
LOCAL IN-PERSON EVENTS 
Expand creative leadership
PARTNER NETWORK 
Bring teacher-designed solutions to life
7We are 
beginning 
to see the 
impact of 





How might we celebrate teachers more broadly as creative 
leaders? “I really wanted to contribute to something beyond 
my job, something on a broader scale,” reflects Danny Scuderi, 
a middle school English teacher at Marin Horizon School in 
California. After seven years in the classroom, Danny was eager 
for new opportunities to grow 
further as a teacher-leader.
As part of the Guild’s  
design collaboration for 
college readiness, Danny 
developed an idea called 
“Survival Week” that supports 
soon-to-graduate high school 
seniors in successfully 
transitioning to college. As a Guild partner, Facebook developed 
“Survival Week” into a gaming app during a hackathon they hosted 
with students, teachers, and engineers.
Additionally, Danny’s idea was selected as a “favorite” by 
First Lady Michelle Obama’s Reach Higher initiative, and  
in July 2016, he joined five Guild educators at a White House 
summit for first-generation college students. Danny shares about 
the experience: “To be a part of an event with kids who were 
beating the odds—to be a part of their story—was unbelievable.”
“I realized I could  create something outside my job with 
reach beyond my 
school... like all the way 
to the White House!
Danny takes his 
experiences back 
to his classroom.




idea into an app.
The White House 
celebrates 
Danny’s idea.
DA NN Y ’ S  CR E ATI V IT Y  I S  R E CO G NIZE D 
A ND  S TRE N G THE NE D
9How might we offer teachers new leadership pathways in 
creativity? Charlie Shryock, an English teacher in Maryland  
with 15 years of experience, reflects on his teaching practice:  
“I’m the kind of person who can’t help noticing ways things can  
be improved.”
As part of the Guild’s design collaboration to foster a culture of 
innovation in schools, Charlie developed an idea that flips the 
energy of teacher absences from dispiriting to inspirational—
where students pursue their own 
passion projects during substitute 
coverage.
Charlie’s students and the Guild 
community helped him prototype 
his idea in his classroom, and 
the momentum grew from there. 
Across the country in California, 
West Contra Costa School District adapted and implemented 
Charlie’s idea. As a Guild partner, Google for Education helped to 
spread Charlie’s idea further. Other teachers and schools across 
the country adapted Charlie’s idea through the Guild platform.
Invigorated by his experience, Charlie now leads workshops as 
a Guild coach and inspires fellow teachers to imagine better 
solutions together. Looking forward, Charlie sees himself “now 
helping others gain the same confidence needed to design 
solutions for their communities.”
“I’m part of the Guild because I want teachers to have a 





CH A R LIE  LE A DS  BY  CR E ATI V E  E X A MPLE
Charlie 
develops 




















How might we accelerate education innovation by making 
teachers’ ideas more accessible and adaptable by fellow 
educators? Jennifer Gaspar-Santos was seeking a collaborative 
community that could take her classroom ideas to the next level.
“I wanted to reimagine report cards in a way that illuminated 
the learning journey, rather than just focusing on grades and 
outcomes.” Jennifer shared her idea with fellow Guild teachers and 
coaches who jumped in to help her deepen and refine her idea of 
redesigning report cards as engaging infographics.
The Teachers Guild connected 
Jennifer with mentors from two 
of our partner organizations: the 
Royal Society of Arts in the U.K., 
and Piktochart, the online platform 
she used to design her idea. 
Together, they helped Jennifer 
pilot, evaluate, and launch her idea.
These relationships inspired Piktochart to build a template based 
on Jennifer’s infographic so that any educator across the globe 
can use her idea for free. Through the Guild, Jennifer’s idea 
and influence have scaled well beyond the four walls of her 
classroom to more than five million Piktochart users worldwide.
“In a profession where you often plan on your own, support 
like [the Guild 
community] is truly 
wonderful.
5,000,000
J E NNIFE R ’ S  ID E A  R E ACHE S  5 MILLI O N  PE O PLE





How might education innovation improve if districts joined 
forces with teachers to amplify teachers’ creativity? The Guild 
recently partnered with Spring Branch Independent School  
District, which sought to boost their teachers’ confidence as 
creative leaders after becoming a new Texas District of Innovation.
Maria Reza, a second grade 
Spring Branch teacher, reflected 
on her collaboration with the Guild 
community around novel STEM 
solutions: “It was a very different, 
action-based kind of professional 
development. It freed my brain in 
so many ways, and I was able to  
get creative. We are so excited 
about it!”
As Spring Branch’s Strategic Initiatives Special Projects Liaison, 
Skyler Rossacci shared: “We were moving as a district towards 
personalized learning and innovation and needed to find a new way 
of engaging every teacher in the process. The Guild created a culture 
of empowerment and encouraged risk-taking. Teachers who didn’t 
think they could make change now know that they can.” 
Building on their Guild experience, Spring Branch now hosts its 
own design challenges and launched an “Innovation Portfolio” that 
gathers teacher ideas and shares them across the district for 
fellow teachers to implement.
“It wasn’t just me sitting in a meeting; it was me changing the 
way I’m teaching for 





district staff around 
new ideas for their 
schools.
— MARIA REZA, SECOND GRADE TEACHER
S PR IN G  B R A N CH  FO S TE R S  CR E ATI V E  
PRO B LE M -S O LV IN G  ACRO S S  A  D I S TR I C T
12
Our community connects 
teachers to design better 
solutions for the most 
pressing topics in education.
13
As we launched, 



















Through our platform, teachers participated in 9 design collaborations in 
18 months.
A CULTURE OF INNOVATION
STUDENTS AS MAKERSSTUDENT CURIOSITY
PARENT-TEACHER 
CONFERENCES
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL  
LEARNING
CHARACTER BUILDINGTO AND THROUGH COLLEGE
STEM
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT





we are on to 
something 
powerful. 
Our teachers—some of the busiest people out there—engage actively 
with the Guild.
Our community includes 6,500+ teacher members from all 50 states.
Time per visit on Guild’s website—13 minutes—is twice as  
high as Pinterest’s
1,000,000+ social media impressions for our two most 










agreed that they “can effect change in 
education beyond my classroom”
reported that “connecting with like-minded 
educators” was valuable
learned to “gather insight to inspire new ideas”
“As a global community of active and 
dynamic educators, we collaborate,  
test out ideas, and ‘create best 
practices.’ This is what 21st-century 
education is supposed to look like.”









Our coaches—over 25 teacher-designers—encourage Guild teachers 
to try new creative methods and mindsets. Each coach is committed to 







6:1 teacher-to-coach ratio when building ideas 
800 ideas advised
And our coaches find that their Guild mentoring re-energizes their own teaching career.
“I do not think I have ever felt so 
encouraged and supported by a 
professional learning community  
in my 15 years of teaching.”
— L AUREN SAYER, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
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Teachers were 
exposed to new 
expertise and 




D I S TRI C T  INN OVATO R S
E D U C ATI O N  LE A D E R S
INDU S TRY  B U ILD E R S
More than 100 mentors with design, business, and operations expertise 
joined, advised, and supported Guild teachers.
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In 2017, we are building on 
our momentum to deepen 
and scale our impact.
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LOOKING FORWARD TO THE NEXT FEW YEARS... 
1 .   First, we will deepen teacher relationships and diversify our community 
through local chapters and district partnerships.
2.  Then, we will scale our reach by driving the spread and adoption of 
teacher-created solutions.
By 2020, we 
































Personalize the Guild’s newest 
professional learning offers—including 
certifications, in-person training, and 
assessments—explicitly for diversity and 
district partnerships.
WE WILL...
Validate teacher-created solutions by 
gathering evidence on their impact 
and encouraging teachers to adapt 
peers’ innovations for their own 
students and schools.
WE WILL...
Offer in-person experiences that 
bring colleagues together and deepen 
collaboration, such as local Guild  
chapters and an expanded teacher 
coaching program.
OUR DESIRED OUTCOMES...
• Integration across roles as teachers, 
principals, and district staff innovate 
together
•  Schools and districts shift towards a 
collaborative and creative culture
OUR DESIRED OUTCOMES...
•  Guild teachers increasingly serve 
racially and socioeconomically 
diverse school communities
•  Larger, more active creative  
collaborative that reflects our 
national teaching corps
OUR DESIRED OUTCOMES...
• Teacher-created ideas are 
adopted in other classrooms, 
schools, and districts
• Teachers thrive as creatively 
confident leaders
We will deepen and scale our impact by 
exploring three key questions:
How might we engage a 
more diverse community 
of educators?
How might we establish 
new, creative teacher 
leadership pathways?
How might we transition 
from connections to 
trusting relationships?
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T E A C H E R S G U I L D.O R G
Join our community…
H E L L O @T E A C H E R S G U I L D.O R G
Let’s talk more…
Stay in touch…
@T E A C H E R S G U I L D
F B.M E /D A R E 2D E S I G N
!Appendix H: Retrospective Business Development Data  




Analysis of 2013-2016 Design for Learning Project Portfolio
April 19, 2017
Who funded / hired D4L?










Almost 60% of our projects are with foundations or nonprofits (roughly 35% with foundations).
Roughly 20%-25% of our projects are with private schools or for-profits (roughly 10% with private schools and 10%-15% with for-profits).
Roughly 20% of our projects are with public schools, districts, or agencies.
These percentage distributions are generally consistent when analyzed by revenue ($) or by project.
Of foundation-funded D4L projects, whom did those projects serve?
Whom Served? Distribution by Project Distribution by Revenue
Mixed 50% 49%
U.S. Public Schools 20% 22%





Roughly half of our foundation-funded projects serve a mixed audience of public, private, nonprofit, and for-profit players across the sector.
Roughly 20% of our foundation-funded projects specifically intend to serve U.S. public schools and agencies.
Roughly 15% of our foundation-projects focus on global public schools.
Roughly 10% of our foundation-funded projects are focused internally for those foundations.
What was the socioeconomic focus of D4L projects? Were D4L projects designed specifically for low-income, 
high-income, or mixed audiences?







Roughly half of our projects are designed specifically to serve low-income communities.
